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M ontana Newspaper H all o f Fame
Cornelius Hedges, described by a 19th century historian
as “one of the ripest scholars and newspapermen” in Mon
tana Territory, was born Oct. 28, 1831, and arrived in
Virginia City July 10, 1864.
He brought to the newly organized territory three college
degrees— two from Yale and a law degree from Harvard—
a talent for writing and a deep desire to become part of the
unfolding history of the northwestern frontier.
Hedges served as an editorial writer on the Helena Daily
Herald for nearly 20 years. He had contributed articles to
the newspaper since August, 1869, and he was hired as an
editorial writer in 1872 at $30 a week.
In 1885 Hedges helped organize the Montana Territorial
Press Association, and he subsequently was elected first vice
president.
His concern over the problems and future of Montana
was mirrored daily in his editorials. He was credited with
suggesting a national park in the Yellowstone area, and he
was instrumental in spurring legislation to provide funds
for a University of Montana.
A foe of racially segregated schools, Hedges served four
two-year terms as Territorial Superintendent of Public In
struction.
In 1871 President Grant appointed him U. S. District
Attorney for Montana, and in 1875 he was elected probate
judge for Lewis and Clark County. He is said to have earned
an enviable reputation in the territorial courts.
An alert scholar, Hedges saved three documents later
given to the State Historical Society: His diary, which de
scribes in detail the activities and hopes of the Montana
pioneers; the original town plot of Helena, and a map show
ing routes that led to Virginia City in the 1860s.

C o r n e l iu s H ed g es

1831 - 1907
Installed May 9, 1965

He helped organize the State Historical Society and the
Helena Library Association.
When the first state legislature convened in 1889, Repub
lican Cornelius Hedges took his seat as the first senator
from Lewis and Clark County.
He died April 29, 1907.

The Montana Newspaper Hall of Fame, established Aug. 16, 1958, is sponsored jointly by the Montana Press Association and the
Montana School of Journalism. A committee comprising six members of the Press Association and the dean of the School of Jour
nalism recommends to the Association one person for the Hall of Fame each year. A candidate may be nominated five years after
his death.
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On Our 50th Anniversary
The Montana School of Journalism was founded
in the fall of 1 9 1 4 , only six years after the first
school of journalism in the United States was estab
lished at the University of Missouri.
W e haven’t engaged in any hoopla over the occa
sion of our golden anniversary because we didn’t
want anything to interfere with what we regard as
our major duty: T o teach students.
That doesn’t mean we’re not proud of the solid
record the faculty, the students and especially the
graduates of this school have constructed during
these first 50 years. W e take this occasion to mark
and to celebrate that record.
If, in the days to come, you want to write to us,
please do so at our new address:
School of Journalism
University of M ontana*
Missoula, Montana 5 9 8 0 1
N ATHAN

B. BLU M BER G

Dean
’"‘effective July 1, 1965
(Formerly Montana State University)

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss8/1
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Dean A •L. Stone Address

CORRUPTION OF A LEGACY:
WHAT TELEVISION IS NOT DOING
By

TOM

PETTIT

To most N B C viewers, Tom Pettit is the young, spectacled correspondent who
was on camera when Lee Harvey Oswald was shot in the Dallas jail. Pettit
reported immediately that Oswald had been hit by a bullet, and he described in
a crisp, precise m anner the frenzied activities that followed. Minutes later he
interviewed an officer who said the assailant was a local man who frequently
visited the police station. Pettit, who joined N B C News in 1 9 5 9 , has covered
many other major stories, including the Alaska earthquake, the floods in Cali
fornia and Oregon, the Inaugural Ball and anti-American demonstrations in
Panama. Although based in Los Angeles, he often is traveling on an assignment
and has been described as "the 'farthest’ of all of N B C ’s far-flung corres
pondents.” In the past year, he has reported news events in 2 2 states, the District
of Columbia, Canada, Panama and Costa Rica. This address was delivered May
9, 1965, at the ninth annual banquet honoring the first dean of the Montana
School of Journalism.

Adequate tribute has been paid to Edward R. Murrow.
But it would be interesting to know how many of today’s
news broadcasters are in the business because of the influence
Murrow had in setting standards and in lending dignity to
a profession which was not and is not necessarily noted for
dignity. I do not mean the Sevareids and the Collingwoods
who were hired by Murrow. I mean the younger men who
grew up in Iowa and Minnesota and who listened to Mur
row on the radio and decided he was doing something worth
emulating.
In many ways the legacy of Edward R. Murrow is the
continuing work of serious-minded people in television news.
(I don’t know anybody who uses the word “journalism”
outside of the journalism schools.) Jack Gould of the N ew
York Lim es said Murrow left a trust to television and the
trustees are the current practitioners.
The legacy, or the trust, is in danger of being corrupted.
There are few persons left who have what Murrow called
“fire in the belly.” Hardly anyone gets properly mad any
more. Recendy I was criticized by an editor for not being
indignant enough in a particular story about a wealthy
patron closing his artists colony. I explained I did not feel

Montana journalism Review
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indignant and neither did the artists who were affected.
There was a mood of wistfulness, but not indignation. Wist
fulness may be the strongest emotion displayed these days.
But I, for one, would like to see television do something
stronger. It seems ironic that with all the coverage given to
the assassination of President Kennedy, not one television
network undertook any kind of extensive, long-term, indepth, investigative, enterprise reporting of the case—except
to illustrate the findings of the Warren Commission. This
is not to say no reporting was done. There was a good deal
of it. But no one attempted to find the answers to questions
left unanswered by the Warren Commission. It is of some
concern to me that the Warren investigation itself is not
being continued—officially or by the press.
The probable reason is that such an investigation might
not be very productive. However, some other areas of
American life could be investigated and presented on tele
vision.
I would like to see:
An in-depth study of George Wallace;
An aggressive documentary on automobile safety;
A non-maudlin study of poverty in the United States
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outside of Appalachia, especially among the Mexican-Americans and American Indians of the Southwest;
A detailed study of trade unions and what is happening
to them and to the whole process of collective bargaining;
A program about the state of public education in the
United States;
A study, intensive and sensitive, of the American teen
ager outside the context of “Hullabaloo;”
A program about athletic recruiting on American cam
puses (although I am sure nothing like that goes on at
Montana State University).
Those are subjects of substance and importance that have
been, for the most part, neglected by the national networks.
P R E -T R IA L P U B L IC IT Y
Television and segments of the American press have been
criticized (unduly, I think) for their handling of pre-trial
publicity. But the questions are properly raised about ade
quate protection of prisoners’ rights and preserving the
dignity of the courtroom. Perhaps the most celebrated case
in recent times was the murder of Lee Harvey Oswald and
the subsequent trial of Jack Ruby.
Much has been made of press conduct during the time of
Oswald’s arrest, detention and death. Perhaps not enough
has been said about the fact the Dallas police put on their
little charade of marching Oswald in and out of elevators,
up and down corridors, so he could be seen and photo
graphed. The Dallas police put the prisoner on display once
too often. It is, and always has been, the responsibility of
the police, not the press, to keep prisoners alive long enough
to stand trial.
As for the trial, there has been loud criticism of the
conduct of newsmen seen on live television when the verdict
was brought in. Shocked viewers said they saw people push
ing, shoving, climbing on tables and shouting. Viewers did
see those things. Cameramen, reporters and lawyers were
pushing, shoving and shouting.
The scene on verdict day was typical of what had hap
pened every day of the trial, several times a day. That is
how the trial was conducted. But no one got very upset
until it was seen on live television.
For five weeks, cameramen had full access to the court
room when the trial was not in session. During every lunch
and evening recess, cameras were rushed in, microphones
were thrust about, lawyers were making statements. One
day, when he was too ill to preside, Judge Joe B. Brown
allowed himself to be photographed and interviewed in his
pajamas, lying in bed.
R U B Y H E L D N E W S C O N FE R E N C ES
During the change-of-venue hearing, reporters and cam
eramen were allowed full access to the defendant, Jack
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Ruby, before court was called into session each morning.
Ruby was allowed to have a little news conference several
mornings in a row. Nobody got very upset about that,
although someone should have been.
Perhaps it is the nature of justice in Texas that newsmen
are allowed to swarm over defendants, even when they are
in the supposed sanctity of the courtroom. But I also have
seen it happen in California and Pennsylvania and New
York and Minnesota. It is not peculiar to Texas. But should
it be allowed to happen?
And is it our job to stop it? I think not. I think it is
up to the lawyers, the courts and the police to determine
the answer.
I believe it violates a defendant’s constitutional rights
to parade him in front of photographers and permit reporters
to question him. No matter what he says, even if nothing,
that is forcing a defendant to testify against himself.
On the other hand, it is obvious reporters should have
the right to see a defendant, for several reasons. Foremost
is that total freedom from press scrutiny could lead to abuses
in even the best of police departments.

T V : A N A TIO N A L PRESS
Now I would like to offer the hypothesis that television
today constitutes the only national press in America. It is
not as good as it ought to be, but then nothing is.
Exposure of millions of people in all parts of the country
to the same stimuli and information simultaneously is going
to have some influence in standardizing the country, re
ducing regional differences.
For example, national television showed Negroes in the
South that there was something for them other than segre
gation. Even the much maligned commercials had the effect
of raising their material aspirations.
But I am bothered about the so-called “New York pipe.”
In academic circles they talk about “the gatekeeper theory”
—which says the guy who decides what is not printed or
broadcast is the most important person in the communica
tions process.
T o be sure, the decision-making function is important.
But in many broadcast stations or at many newspapers, the
decisions have pretty well been made before the news ever
gets to the local “gatekeeper.” They have been made by
the person who decides what will go into the New York
pipe.
For example, many broadcast stations have just one wire
service— probably a broadcast wire service which sends little
predigested and rewritten news items. Many newspapers
have just one wire service, which may or may not deliver
news on a 24-hour basis. The editorial content, length and
emphasis have been determined by someone in New York.

Montana Journalism Review
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The local gatekeeper can decide only whether to run the
stuff or not. And he usually runs it, because he doesn’t have
anything else.
D EC ISIO N S L IM IT E D
Many local television stations videotape the national news
programs and use excerpts on local programs. What deci
sions can be made? The options are extremely limited. You
either run it or you don’t run it.
Sometimes there are alternative supplies of material, such
as the handout film. Many companies hire someone to turn
out little films which look so much like newsfilms that
local editors will run them, including their subliminal com
mercial messages. I have seen elaborate reports by one large
national company listing the monetary value of newsfilm
handouts televised by local stations and the amount it would
have cost to purchase the time involved, which is what the
firm should have done in the first place.
Television is so easily corrupted because it requires such
an immense amount of material that not all of it can be
excellent or even good. That applies to news programs as
well as entertainment programs. But if it cannot be good,
it should at least be honest.
It may sound obvious to say that even the networks on
some days have difficulty compiling enough valid material
to turn out a high-grade half-hour news program. Yet some
local stations are trying to produce a one-hour news program
every evening. I don’t know what happens on an average
day in Missoula, but even in Los Angeles, where something
interesting happens every so often, it is extremely difficult
to sustain an interesting, worthwhile hour of news.

M ED IO C R E D O C U M EN TA RIES
I don’t think a long, bad news program is more worth
while than a short, bad one. A bad program is a bad pro
gram. Yet, after Newton Minow’s “wasteland speech” of a
few years ago, broadcasters embarked on a spate of mediocre

documentaries. Someone felt a mediocre public-affairs pro
gram somehow was superior to a mediocre entertainment
program. That may be why entertainment programs went
downhill so fast. The point is that we need good enter
tainment programs as much as we need good news programs,
perhaps even more, because more persons see them and are
influenced by them.
Finally, there is good research evidence that people trust
the news they get from television more than the news from
any other medium. But if that trust should be corroded, we
might as well forget everything we learned from Edward
R. Murrow, because nobody will pay attention.
That corrosion is beginning. It is as unsubtle as using
newsfilm techniques in commercials where you see the soap
salesman arrive in a helicopter and start interviewing people,
just as Walter Cronkite does. It is as obvious as the com
mercial showing a man ostensibly shaving a piece of sand
paper. It is the presentation of a handout newsfilm which
displays a certain make of automobile on a dock but purports
to show the first ship to make winter passage of the Great
Lakes.

/

A BLA SE PU BLIC?
I worry that people are becoming blase about what they
see on television and that the integrity of the medium, news
programs included, may be coming into question. Can
you believe what you see? Can you believe what you hear?
And is it worth the time of millions of persons?
We produce with great skill travelogues about rivers and
highways. Perhaps we could do as well with a three-part
series on lung cancer, medicare and auto safety, with alter
nate-week sponsorship of Camel cigarettes, the American
Medical Association and General Motors.
Maybe we have become too enamored of pretty pictures.
It was Eric Sevareid who said there are times when one
word is worth a thousand pictures.

First Lead—Weather
Notwithstanding all the excitement since she came
on the stage, November, herself, has managed to
keep cool.
Anaconda (Mont.) Standard, Nov. 10, 1912

Montana Journalism Review
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TH E MARCH OF TIM E:
CURT, CLEAR AND MORE COMPLETE
By

WILLIAM

FORBIS

Mr. Forbis, a 1 9 3 9 graduate of the M SU School of Journalism, is a senior editor
of Time magazine. From 1 9 4 8 to 1 9 3 8 , he worked for Time as a reporter in
Latin Am erica and as a writer in N ew York. H e was named senior editor for
the H em isphere section in 1 9 3 8 and three years later became senior editor for
the sections on religion, education, cinema and theater. T h e opinions in this
article, which traces changes in Time’s format and content, are entirely those
of the author, based on his personal observations.

"W ill you be a Presidential candidate in 1924, Mr.
McAdoo?” asked a Topeka reporter.
"I am neither a prophet nor the son of a prophet!”
"W hat do you consider will be the dominant issue in
the 1924 campaign?”
“I am neither a prophet nor the son of a prophet!”
Dr. Henry Allen Reisman, of Long Island City, under
went an operation for the removal of his tonsils without
an anesthetic “In order to study the methods of the operat
ing surgeon.”
“Very interesting,” said he afterwards.
Married: Eddie Foy, comedian since 1869, with three
wives and eight children buried and seven children alive,
to Marie Combs, 31, one-third Cherokee Indian, who is
expected to inherit valuable oil lands.

Thus run three entire stories from an early issue of

Tim e, the W eekly Newsmagazine —actually from the issue
before the first, published in 1922 as a specimen number to
interest advertisers. Today a cover story in T im e may be as
long as 900 type lines, about 4,000 words. The growing
length of Tim e stories, with what that implies about serious
ness, depth and interpretive effort, is a measure of the con
siderable change that has taken place in a magazine not
lightly given to revolution.
Though some readers must have wondered how anyone
can be one-third Cherokee, those perky little early stories
probably seemed sheer delight by comparison with the gen
erally ponderous newswriting of the time. And some of the
magazine’s earliest characteristics— its breezy curiosity, its
novel departmentalization of the news, its zeal for getting
facts off the paper and into the reader’s brain— are as admir
able now as they were then. Time's style grew so fixed in
the public mind that to this date many satirists and senders
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of letters to the editor write in what they fancy is the maga
zine’s manner. “Our foreign policy is constantly, consist
ently and continuously contradictory,” wrote a reader a
few months ago. But T im e mostly gave up that sort of thing
decades ago— not long, to be precise, after Wolcott Gibbs’
celebrated satire ( “Backward ran sentences until reeled the
mind”) of Tim e style in 1937.
Yet, if a good part of the Tim e invention is still valid, at
least three factors have been working over the years toward
change in the techniques of newsmagazine writing and
editing. One is the ironic fact that Tim e taught a lesson to
a lot of newspapers, which came to realize that giving
drama, brevity, vividness and form to stories is no crime.
A second is the arrival of the picture magazine and tele
vision; the scene-setting and eyewitness details that Tim e
readers once found chiefly in the magazine now can be
gotten from still and cinematic photography, and in news
magazine writing “balding, egg-shaped so-and-so” has gone
back to being just so-and-so. A third factor is education.
More than ever magazines can find a big audience of readers
who can be assumed to know a lot of history, sociology,
science, arts and even theology.

Time's evolving response to those changes has been to
detach itself somewhat more from week-to-week news to
look more profoundly and thoughtfully at bigger themes.
The magazine’s editorial size remains the same; regardless
of advertising, Tim e always prints, within a column or two,
45 pages of text and black-and-white pictures. But the typical
story size has grown from those 10-liners of yore to the 70

Montana Journalism Review
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lines thought to be the ideal size a dozen years ago to the
100, 200 or 300 lines that a story properly centered on an
important idea will take today. It is true that many stories,
especially in the front of the book, are still hard-news reports
of last week’s events. But every newsmagazine senior editor
now sees many stories that might more properly be called
articles, and the total number of stories is dropping. Tim e
printed 229 stories in that 1922 issue, 109 in an early 1946
issue, 85 in a recent issue.

M ORE A T T E N T IO N T O EACH ST O R Y
More attention goes into each story. Increasingly, the
editors will coolly pass by minor developments in some big
running story and await a crest of topicality. Then they will
attack it with a concentration of forces. Most such stories—
current interpretations of the 14th Amendment, this season’s
fashions, the U.S. gold drain, or even some frivolity such as
the rage among celebrities for doing T V commercials, to
suggest a few examples— have to come from many sources.
Tim e’s ever more potent tool in producing such stories is
its news service. When the magazine was founded, its facts
came mosdy from the N ew Yor\ Tim es; now they come
from a group of top-grade reporters who can tackle with
aplomb any topic from meteorology to hermeneutics. Quite
admirably, they are willing to work anonymously, and
anonymity is essential; it is the unwillingness to give up
the byline that keeps many newspapers from producing
well-unified roundup stories. Working from the correspond
ents’ reports, a T im e writer usually can feel sure he has all
the information he needs and a lot of expert guidance.

C H R ISTIA N R EN EW A L E X A M PL E
A recent example of a story produced that way was the
Dec. 25, 1964, cover article on Christian Renewal. Obvi
ously, much has been astir in Christianity. Pope John X X III
and the Vatican Council have shaken the hold of the Roman
Curia mossbacks on the Roman Catholic Church. Ecumen
ism seems really to be reaching common people, instead of
merely representing the ideal of some of the Christian hier
archy. Biblical archaeology and linguistic scholarship have
demythologized the Old Testament more thoroughly in 20
years than have all the Darwinian attacks of the preceding
century. The astounding success of the civil-rights revolution
has shown what Negroes and white students and ministers
— mostly inspired by a practical Christianity— could accom
plish, and it has turned attention to other social problems
possibly open to the same methods. Biblical Fundamentalism
has skidded into intellectual disrepute; science has routed the
three-layer universe of heaven, hell and earth. A lot of post
war churchgoing has turned out to be less real faith than
dubious conformity. It seemed a good guess that adding all

Montana Journalism Review
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those factors would produce a story greater than the sum of
its parts.
John Elson, Tim e’s religion editor, wrote a query, running
to more than 1,000 words, that beyond simply asking objec
tive questions tried to focus the story’s hypothesis in a way
that would provoke agreement or dispute. The query itself
was fascinating, because Elson knows his subject deeply;
Otto Fuerbringer, the managing editor, read it and joked,
“Let’s get all the answers in from everywhere and then run
this.” The query went to eight major-city bureaus in the
U.S., to a number of well-placed stringers, and to London,
Paris, Rome and Geneva (headquarters of the World Coun
cil of Churches). The reporters obviously got engrossed with
their work; there is a new kind of journalist who prefers to
report on basic themes of life and ideas rather than spot
news and politics. Tim e’s men and women interviewed
theologians, ministers, professors, students, churchgoers,
missionaries, religious editors, vicars, bishops and atheists.
The reports, printed in double-spacing by Teletypes on sten
cils and mimeographed for the benefit of writers, editors,
researchers, checkers and others, made a pile two inches high.

REA SO N A BLE A RG U M EN T
That reporting, plus Elson’s own extensive reading and
much background from his researcher and the morgue, let
him say with ample documentation that a New Reformation
may be at hand for Christianity. He could make a reasonable
argument that much old dogma is done for, that the working
world rather than the churches may be the home for religion
for future Christians, that Christianity should perhaps “pre
serve an agnostic silence” about heaven and hell. It took
many historians many years to identify and define the first
Reformation, and for Tim e to claim to have done as much
for the hypothetical New Reformation would be effrontery.
But to be aware that historic events may impend and to try
to discern and report them are sufficient challenges to jour
nalists writing for a better-educated generation of readers
who can get all the spot news on T V and plenty of inter
pretation of it in the top newspapers.
This shift of goals has required a quiet change in the form
of Tim e stories, in the subdivision of the magazine and in
the use of illustration.
Good form at Tim e still demands the old qualities. Clarity
is ever more prized, verbosity ever more despised. The quo
tation, preferably in sizes of one vivid sentence or phrase,
remains an admired building block for stories, stressing that
the news is human. Transitions must be sturdy, metaphors
unmixed, sentences uncluttered. The story must have an
end, a snapper that hopefully will keep the reader conscious
that every Tim e story is worth reading all the way through.
But cuteness is—or is supposed to be—long gone. Those
famous puns are strictly rationed. Bright writing is under
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suspicion, though much to be preferred to dull writing.
“Gestures in type,” such as excessive dashes, tri-dots, italics
used for emphasis or other avoidable reasons, are frowned
upon.
B L IN D O PEN IN G S A V O ID ED
More significantly, the lead, or story opening, now rarely
can be an anecdote or a set of examples (such as those that
start this article) leading to a point. T im e editors vary in
preferences, but most now deplore blind openings like:
It was as if the twelve-year-olds had never really seen
their home towns before.

Or novelistic ones like:
One bright afternoon in the fall of 1948, a big car
made its way through the streets of Oxford, England,
bearing a tubby little old man with a scratchy mustache.

More admired are declarations like:
A deep yearning for growth grips Florida’s state uni
versities, but so far the system seems created half to rise
and half to fall.

Or, similarly telling the reader what the story will be about:
Pantomime speaks a universal language, and it is usu
ally baby talk.

The departmentalization of T im e is emphasized more.
At an extra cost in makeup effort, sections are made to start
on full pages and end on full pages or pages that otherwise
are filled with advertising. Almost never are parts of two
sections visible on one spread. Readers seem to feel that this
stress on separating various kinds of news is one of the
newsmagazine’s greatest assets. It also has required the
invention of some new sections in recent years.
SH O W B U SIN E SS SE C T IO N
One was Show Business, which drew movie and theater
stories that had been printed under Cinema and Theater
and let those two sections devote themselves to reviews and
criticisms only. Shobiz also took on from Business some
money-type stories of the entertainment field and all news
of radio and T V , rubbing out a longtime section devoted to
these ethereal areas— a harsh but doubtless just indictment
of their worth as a field of interest to intelligent people.
Another new section was Modern Living. It conveniently
assumed news about fashions and new products, formerly
somewhat misplaced in Business and in Americana, which
was part of the front-of-the-book’s National Affairs. But
Modern Living’s major job is probably sociology, in a frankly
journalistic sense of the word. The section had to be invented,
for example, before T im e could have its 1963 cover story on
sex, which brought a greater volume of praise and criticism
than anything the magazine ever printed.
The newest section is Law, which not only takes over
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most court news from the front-of-the-book, but provides a
strong focus for the long and penetrating story on subjects
that once might have seemed arcane but now seem indis
pensable for understanding civil rights and the intricacies
of federal, state and local government. Finally, by way of
tidying up, National Affairs was renamed simply The Na
tion, Foreign News got the more worldly name of The
World, and Business & Finance was split into U.S. Business
and the growing news area of World Business.
T o give a discreet accent to the changes in the way it
writes, T im e has modified the way it looks. “Tim e Red,”
that particular shade of ink that the printers mix from in
gredients as secret as the components of Coca-Cola, still edges
the cover, but the painter thus rimmed may be as modern as
pop artist Andy Warhol. Dogged efforts are made to keep
the cover subject a human face, both because that stresses that
humans make the news and because forming the text of the
cover story around a single person remains the best organizing principle yet found. Nevertheless, T im e more and more
faces the fact that in complex modern life no one person can
sufficiently account for some of the trends that make cover
stories— teen-agers, for example, or camping, or computeri
zation. And on those occasions it is less unwilling than it
used to be to picture an object, an idea or a symbol.
IN S ID E P IC T U R E S
Inside, pictures are still only the handmaidens of the text,
but more and more they are chosen to say just what words
cannot, to fill quite precisely the hunger that arises in most
stories for a look at what is mentioned, to add a dimension
of understanding by showing a picture with a point, and to
give an easy, open and inviting look to the pages while
avoiding all temptation to be a picture magazine. The budget
for color pictures, nevertheless, rises every year. Just about
half of it goes to Art, for the blunt fact is that writing about
painting and sculpture and architecture without showing it
tends to be inane. The rest of the color, ideally, tells news
that is truly beyond the reach of the most exact words or
of black-and-white photography; an example was Medicine’s
report on new techniques in surgery, shown with blood and
all.
Magazines are born, they live and they die. The secret of
long editorial life is prudent, directed change. T o change
not at all is to suggest fatness and complacency; to change
too fast or too purposelessly is to suggest panic. The trend
outlined in this article hints at the direction that T im e will
continue to take, but the magazine also will be under unpre
dictable pressure from new kinds of news and new kinds
of communication. W hat kind of newsmagazines will be
published 40 years from now cannot be foretold by anyone
—except a prophet or the son of a prophet.
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CLOSE CALL IN BRITISH GUIANA:
NO ‘SECOND CUBA’ THIS TIME
By

NATHAN

B.

BLUMBERG

Dean Blum berg served last sum m er for the second time as an American Spe
cialist for the U S . Department of State. In 1961 he went to Thailand; in 1 9 6 4
he conducted seminars for journalists in Trinidad, Surinam and British Guiana.
D uring his assignment in British Guiana, he interviewed most of the major
figures in governm ent, journalism, business and education.

British Guiana a “second Cuba” ? As the Duke of W el
lington might well have said following the battle of Water
loo: “Gentlemen, it was a damn close thing.”
British Guiana1 lies like an epaulette on the northeast
shoulder of South America. It is the only British territory
and the only English-speaking country in South America.
Visualize a country a little more than half the size of Mon
tana with a 270-mile coastline instead of the Canadian
border, and put almost as many persons in it. But when
you picture those half-million persons, almost all will be
living in a narrow strip along the coast, as if nearly all of
Montana’s inhabitants were clustered along the Highline.
That is one of the problems of British Guiana. It is 86 per
cent forest and 10 per cent savannah and about 95 per cent
of its people are hanging on to a strip of land about 10 miles
deep.
It has other problems. British Guiana is a curious con
glomeration of the old and the new. Tribal myths and
“obeah men” claiming supernatural powers persist in an
environment of rock ‘n’ roll and the latest American fads;
the wide boulevards of Georgetown lead to magnificently
trim cane fields and disappear within sight of a jungle that
deserves as much as any the term “impenetrable” ; indescriba
ble conditions of sanitation exist only a short distance from
the modern Tower Hotel, its pool and its rare “Scopitone.”2
In 1964 the country was tortured by racial problems. East
Indians, descendants of indentured servants brought to
British Guiana when the slave traffic ended, number ap
Tronounced "guy-anna.” After independence the country probably
will be named Guyana.
2Rare, that is, in 1964. Cameca, a French subsidiary of a large elec
tronics company, has planned a major selling campaign in the
United States for this astonishing coin-operated juke box-film
machine. The "Scopi” provides high fidelity music with a specially
filmed sequence in brilliant color. It has to be seen to be appreci
ated, and one of the first places to appreciate it was British Guiana.
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proximately 280,000 and are the predominant racial group.
Negroes, descendants of African slaves, number about 190,000. There is a sizable population of colored mixed descent
(about 70,000), and smaller groups of Portuguese, other
Europeans, Chinese and Amerindians.
In 18 weeks last year, in what the Guyanese consistently
and euphemistically refer to as “disturbances,” an estimated
180 persons were killed and more than 2,000 were injured.
At least 1,400 buildings were damaged by fire and 137
incidents of sugar-cane arson were reported. The amount of
family dislocation and individual terror in the five-month
fratricidal feud is incalculable.
Nowhere was the racial violence more virulent and the
results more visible than in Mackenzie, the only town of
any size in the interior of jungle and prairie, a town dedi
cated to the aluminum ore mining operations of the Demerara Bauxite Co., a subsidiary of Canada’s Alcan, 65 miles
south of Georgetown on the muddy Demerara river. There,
for years, East Indian and Negro had worked side by side
in the chalky bauxite mines and processing plants, and they
had lived side by side, too, most of them across the river in
the twin cities of Wismar and Christianburg. Then one
steamy July night the Son Chapman, a river boat that makes
the seven-hour Georgetown-Mackenzie run, was ripped by a
tremendous explosion and sank within a few minutes. At
least 32 of approximately 60 passengers died.
Almost all on board were Negroes. The word and the ten
sion and the violence spread, in that order, to the MackenzieWismar area and then guns and knives took their toll of
four Indians. Later, as darkness fell, Negro mobs carried
lighted torches from one house to another (after warning
the East Indian occupants to leave, for most Guyanese do
not kill easily). The houses, propped on wooden stilts,
burned furiously and quickly. When morning came, not one
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home owned by an East Indian remained standing and not
one Negro home had been harmed.3 From that time until
after the elections, the sight of an East Indian on the streets
of Mackenzie or Wismar was a rare one indeed. An esti
mated 1,300 persons of a single racial stock had been forced
out of their homes, their jobs and their communities.

worker, even when the work was of the most dreary, bureau
cratic kind. There is no doubt that she often has steadied
her mercurial husband, who tends to become dispirited when
things do not go well. But when one looked at the displaced
American, a bit dowdy and obviously miscast in the role of
“evil genius,” one knew that somehow an image had over
taken a reality. Cheddi Jagan deserves more credit—or more
blame— for whatever has befallen him.

BA C K G RO U N D O F P O L IT IC A L D IF F E R E N C E S
Behind the racial divisions, however, stood political dif
ferences. The premier at that time was Dr. Cheddi B.
Jagan, who holds a degree in dentistry from Northwestern
University. Jagan is a hero to the East Indians, although he
is considerably to the left of most of them politically. A
man of enormous charm and pro-Communist inclinations, he
has been an energetic and effective leader of the far-left
People’s Progressive Party (P P P ). His government has
moved steadily to isolate British Guiana from the west and
bring it closer to the Soviet eastern bloc countries and Cuba.
Jagan has a passion for “experts” and a proclivity for rash
decisions. He also bears a significant measure of responsibility
for the deplorable racial divisions in the country. He was the
first to urge, in 1957, the ugly platform of “Apan Jhaat”—
“Vote Race”— to take advantage of the East Indians’ nu
merical superiority.
Behind Jagan, legend has it, is his wife Janet. They were
married in Chicago when they were college students in 1943.
For an “evil genius” behind her husband, the role that has
been assiduously propagated by some of her friends and all
of her enemies, she has a remarkably pedestrian mind. The
widely advertised intellect of Janet Jagan was nowhere to be
seen. In conversation and demeanor she displayed the in
terests and insights roughly equivalent to those of a typical
member of a faculty wives organization. She insists doggedly
she is the victim of a “bad press” and that she is tired of
being asked by American journalists whether she is a Com
munist.4 The fact of the matter is that if Janet Jagan is not a
Communist, then neither is Alexei Kosygin or Mao Tsetung. She is, furthermore, an unrelievedly sophomoric Com
munist, spouting cliches as if they were pearls being cast be
fore swine. She is also, in many ways, a very pleasant woman.
Even her enemies grudgingly admit that as a government
official she was competent, effective and an incredibly hard*2
3From the air, after the riot, the sight of Wismar was unforgettable.
Carved from the jungle on the edge of the Demerara River, it
looked like a pleasant suburban development until one noticed
that the scores of black patches between houses were the charred
remains of dwellings that once belonged to East Indians.
‘‘Mrs. Jagan won’t say she is a Communist and she won’t say she
isn t. Other members of the PPP are similarly evasive. For example,
the party newspaper, the Mirror, carried a front-page story on Aug.
2 , 1964, telling of the return from East Germany of Mrs. Patricia
Benn, wife of a government official detained by the British because
of Communist activities. "Due to plane connections,” the newspaper
reported, Mrs. Benn said she had to go from Berlin to Moscow
before going to London.”
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L IN D E N BU RN H A M
Jagan’s chief opponent and, as it turned out, nemesis is
an intelligent, handsome, resolute, wily, London-educated
lawyer-politician, Linden Forbes Burnham, 41, whose friends
call him by his school name— Odo— and who is now premier.
Burnham, a Negro, broke with Jagan in 1955 and formed his
own political party, the People’s National Congress (P N C ),
which draws its primary support from urban Negroes. In
1959 Burnham became the youngest mayor ever elected in
Georgetown, and his enemies accuse him of excessive ambi
tion, opportunism and thirst for power. Five months before
the general election he sat in his third-floor office of his head
quarters compound, supremely confident that the tide was
rolling in his direction. He expressed certainty that after his
election he would be able to keep the peace; Jagan’s govern
ment, he said, “could keep the peace if it wanted to.” He did
not dismiss the necessity of ruthlessness in dealing with revo
lutionary or disruptive forces in the country. He is contemp
tuous of Jagan’s “stupidity,” and referred several times to his
opponent’s “incredible lack of intelligence,” or “inability to
think his way through a problem.” He has been in the
United States and Britain many times (not always with
happy results; his friends say he has been embittered by the
incidents of racial discrimination he has experienced). He
describes himself as anti-Communist and a moderate socialist.
He wants British Guiana to become a state with a planned
economy, but he emphasized that it also would be a free
enterprise economy. He wants the “guyanization” of Euro
pean companies operating in British Guiana, a step which
would apply mosdy to the 27 firms operated by the Booker
Group of companies.5 He was articulate, even dramatic,
in his exposition, employing Shakespearean references in
Churchillian tones and one knew that here was both a
skilled politician— a pragmatist in pure form whose own
sister, a member of Jagan’s party, has written that “his bible
is the Prince, by Machiavelli”— and an actor. Once he inter
rupted our conversation to answer a call, and when he had
finished talking he put down the telephone, stared straight
ahead with his deep-set, sad eyes, kept his arm outstretched
at full length for almost a minute, then picked up the thread
of conversation precisely where we had left off.
BMany Guyanese refer to their country, with varying degrees of
humor, as "Booker’s Guiana.”
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P E T E R D ’AGUIAR
Another political figure of note is Peter S. D ’Aguiar, a 52year-old white Portuguese newspaper owner who also owns
distilling (rum ) and brewing (beer) businesses. He is the
leader of the third major party, the United Force. The
Portuguese are a self-conscious minority regarded with dis
trust and dislike by many Guyanese, but D ’Aguiar has a
fanatical following and a messianic mien. On the wall to
the right of the door to his office is a sign: “W e Have Unshakeable Faith In Our Leader.” He has been likened to
Sen. Barry Goldwater, both for his appearance and his views,
but he is not keen to acknowledge the resemblance even
when similarities are pointed out. He dismisses as unim
portant the fact that Frederick C. Schwarz, the leader of
the Christian Anti-Communist Crusade, a far-right political
group in the United States, came to British Guiana in 1961
to aid the United Force. Many Guyanese are convinced that
D ’Aguiar enjoys the support of the United States; as evi
dence they cite D ’Aguiar’s links to the U.S. Congress, his
Catholic connections and the money which they say con
tinues to pour in from sources in the United States.
D ’Aguiar serves in Burnham’s government and shares Burn
ham’s contempt for Dr. Jagan. “Cheddi,” he says, “is even
an inept Communist.”
Those three men and their parties clashed in the election
of Dec. 7, 1964, which resulted in the defeat of Jagan and a
coalition government in which Burnham is supported by
D ’Aguiar. Therein lies a tale.

refused to concede and even for a time refused to resign.
The British Governor, Sir Richard Luyt, simply invited
Burnham to Government House and solemnly administered
the oath of allegiance and read the instrument appointing
the new premier.
Sir Richard, 50, the epitome of the traditionally handsome,
self-assured British colonial governor, with admirable skill
maneuvered his tortuous way through the frustrating, diffi
cult months preceding the election. He is not a man to panic
easily; he is a man of firm resolution and decisiveness, with
an air of mild detachment from, but firm control of, the
situation around him. The limits of his patience surely
must have been taxed by the loquacious Jagan preceding
and during the election, which was conducted in a state of
emergency, but he nonetheless retained a somewhat astonish
ing regard for the East Indian leader. Jagan’s advisers and
some of the PPP officials are another matter; they are sev
eral degrees to the left of Jagan and 36 or so of them were
clamped into a penal settlement at Mazaruni, deep in the
interior, for several months until the election was safely
concluded.6 Sir Richard obviously believes that the men com
mitted to taking British Guiana into the Communist bloc—
whether Soviet or Chinese Communist—consistently pushed
Jagan into positions he would rather not have been in and,
similarly, those same men would dump Jagan gladly and
gloriously once they no longer required his enormous popu
larity with the Indian population.

A H O P EFU L OM EN
PRO PO RTIO N A L R E P R E S E N T A T IO N REQ U IR ED
In the preceding election in 1961, Burnham’s party re
ceived 41 per cent of the popular vote but it won only 11
seats in the 35-member assembly. The British government,
in an intricate maneuver that fooled no one, ruled in 1963
that the Guyanese must hold a general election under a
system of proportional representation before they could be
granted independence. The plan clearly was aimed against
Jagan and his party, and the PPP reacted as could be ex
pected, furthermore contending that the outrage had been
instigated by Washington. For a time it appeared that Jagan
would boycott the election; painted on the sea wall which
holds back the ocean from Georgetown were scores of
slogans like “No P.R.— Or Death!” Jagan then ordered
East Indian sugar workers on strike, a decision which led
direcdy and inevitably to the dreadful racial war. Re
luctantly, Jagan and the PPP contested the election. They
won almost 46 per cent of the vote and 24 seats in the 53member assembly. Burnham’s PNC, with a little more than
40 per cent of the vote and 22 seats, and D ’Aguiar’s United
Force, with 12 per cent of the vote and seven seats, squeaked
into a tentative coalition. Jagan, in an unconventional move,
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Racial and political tensions have subsided since the De
cember election and in the uneasy truce hundreds of East
Indians have returned to the Mackenzie-Wismar area and
their jobs with the Demerara Bauxite Co. That may be a
hopeful omen, for British Guiana is blessed with a thriving,
pro-democratic labor movement. Early in 1964 Jagan had
moved to supplant a hostile sugar workers union with one
of his own. His union failed in its efforts to gain recognition
as the new bargaining agent for the sugar workers and
turned to terror, intimidation and violence. Most members
of Jagan’s union are East Indians. In the anti-Jagan union,
Negroes, although outnumbered, are most active. The
struggle between the two unions became a racial clash. Today
the anti-Jagan union is firmly in control of the labor
situation.
Another encouraging factor for the future is the press.
British Guiana has four generally free-swinging and partisan
national dailies—two of which openly are part of the ap
paratus of political parties. In addition, there are two politi
cal party weeklies (the PN C ’s N ew Nation and the U F ’s
aOne anti-Jagan union leader has interesting and impressive docu
mentary evidence that at least 13 of the detainees were trained in
Cuba.
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Sun ) and the official organ of the PPP, Thunder, which has
appeared irregularly. The morning anti-Communist, proAmerican Daily Chronicle is owned by D ’Aguiar; the eve
ning Mirror is an anti-American, pro-Communist tabloid
published by the PPP on a press confiscated by Fidel Castro
from an American firm in Cuba. The Evening Post is the
product of a gifted, sharp-tongued, old-school publisher,
Peter Taylor, who hates Jagan with almost unparalleled
passion.7 The remaining daily is the morning Guiana
Graphic, an offset tabloid owned by the London-based
Overseas Group and easily the most professional, the
best-printed and the most widely circulated newspaper in the
country. It is not the most aggressive editorially, however,
and tends all too often to leave comment on significant
issues to the three other papers.
A major deficiency of the press, however, is the failure to
present either sufficient quantity or quality of foreign news.
Whether it is cause or effect, almost all Guyanese are ob
sessed with their own problems and tend to look inward
more than do the inhabitants of other Caribbean countries.8

United States. This is simply because it would be a major
defeat, both strategically and psychologically, if British
Guiana were to become a Communist state. The United
States, which never has accepted the fact of a Communist
Cuba, would find a “second Cuba” or “another Cuba” as
difficult to accept.
The conclusion is inescapable that had Dr. Cheddi Jagan
somehow remained in Evanston to practice dentistry (a pro
fession in which even his political enemies are quick to
admit he excels) and had Janet become a social worker on
Chicago’s south side, British Guiana would be an infinitely
happier place today. But such is not the case and difficult
days lie ahead. A higher percentage of the population, for
example, increasingly is East Indian, and it is likely that in
1966 a sufficient number of Indians will have turned 21 to
give Jagan a clear majority of the electorate. If the proCommunists decide not to wait for the next election, an
internal revolt, prepared in Cuba, could erupt at any time.

'

Premier Burnham now is calling for independence for
Guyana in late 1965 or early 1966. Recendy, at the eighth
annual congress of the PN C , he told his followers:

‘SEC O N D C U BA ’ A V O ID E D T E M P O R A R IL Y
For the time being, at least, British Guiana has escaped
becoming a second Cuba. But the day that Britain grants
independence to this wildly beautiful country it ceases to
become a British problem. It becomes a problem for the
T o r example, as the election approached, the Evening Post carried a
box under its flag each day with a message to the Guyanese. One
such note was: Salvation is nigh. Only 29 More Days of Jagan.”
8Sylvan Meyer, editor of the Gainesville (G a.) Daily Tim es and a
lecturer in British Guiana in 1962, tells of listening to President
Kennedy’s blockade-of-Cuba speech on the Voice of America in a
Georgetown home. When the address was over, he says, one Guya
nese concluded: "Kennedy has timed this to take the spotlight off
the British Guiana independence talks in London.”

W e live in the western hemisphere. W e share certain
democratic ideals. W e, as I said before, will never be part
ner to the setting up of Communist or any other foreign
bases to threaten the security of our neighbors in our
hemisphere. But we on the other hand must not, and so
far as I have any voice, will not, be the satellite of any
nation under the sun.

The message was intended for Moscow, Peking, Havana
and Washington. In these times when the United States, in
the words of one editorialist, is experiencing the “anguish of
power,” it is probably the best we can hope for.

Name Change
By authority of the 39th Legislative Assembly, the
name of Montana State University will be changed
on July 1, 1 9 6 5 , to the University of Montana.
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HAVOC ON GOOD FRIDAY:
REPORTING ALASKA’S EARTHQUAKE
By

WARD

T.

SIMS

At 5 :3 6 p.m. on March 2 7 ,1 9 6 4 , sections of Alaska twisted, sank and billowed
under the strains of a massive earthquake. W ard T . Sims, a newsman with the
Associated Press since he was graduated from the M SU School of Journalism
in 1 9 5 0 , had just completed a day shift as correspondent in Juneau. H e describes
in this article how he covered the story for a world-wide audience. Sims worked
for three days without sleep and t(got mighty sick” of bologna sandwiches for
breakfast, lunch and dinner. Prior to his assignment in Juneau in June, I 9 6 0 ,
Sims worked in bureaus at San Francisco, Seattle and Tacoma.

Hanging one’s hat in Juneau as Associated Press corre
spondent for Alaska is a sometimes frustrating, sometimes
amusing, consistently interesting assignment.
The AP’s Alaska operations cover an area two and a half
times the size of Texas, with a population of only 250,000
centered, for the most part, in five major cities— Ketchikan,
Sitka, Anchorage, Fairbanks and Juneau, the capital.1
The lone AP office in the state is maintained in Juneau,
where day-to-day coverage centers, as is usual with state
capital bureaus, on state affairs, including annual legislative
sessions.
Outside Juneau, coverage comes primarily from stringers
at various newspapers and radio and television stations served
by the AP. Members of the AP include all major news out
lets in the state with the exception of two or three large
weeklies.
Infrequently, news developments call for staff assignment
outside Juneau and the more than 30,000 miles I ’ve logged
since June, 1960, give some indication of the distances in
volved in this sprawling state.
And travel in Alaska is not without its little surprises.
I once was stranded overnight by impossible flying condi
tions in a tiny native village east of Nome. It happened to be
Easter Sunday, but the fare was somewhat meager— pack
aged pizza.
I ’ve spent a few anxious moments with a pilot with a yen
iThe AP maintains two wires in Alaska. One is an all-caps radio
wire, which ties Seattle with Ketchikan, Sitka, Juneau, Anchorage,
Glennallen, Fairbanks and Nome, a distance of more than 2,000
miles. The other is a teletypesetter circuit linking Seattle, Ketchi
kan, Sitka, Juneau, Anchorage and Fairbanks, a distance of some
1,500 miles.
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to chase walrus through the floes of the Bering Sea on
the international dateline between Gambell, St. Lawrence
Island, and Russia’s Chukotskiy Peninsula.
In search of stories, I ’ve tramped the old Chilkoot trail of
gold-rush fame and spent a bobbing good time at a floating
logging camp.
Alaska has had its share of big national and international
interest stories, at least during my sojourn here.
W e’ve had overflights by Russian military aircraft and
more major plane crashes than we like to remember. Peri
odically one of our volcanoes has indigestion and marine
disasters come with frightening regularity.
The biggest story by far, of course, was the massive earth
quake of March 27, 1964, and the subsequent seismic sea
waves which raised indescribable havoc in some coastal areas,
not only at Alaska but at other Pacific points as well, most
notably Crescent City, Calif.
There were side effects which, even now, are difficult to
comprehend. At one point, the land was thrust up some 50
feet. At other points it subsided as much as 10 feet.
Thousands, probably millions, of words have been spoken
and written about the earthquake, the tsunamis or giant
waves, death, damage and reconstruction, and I rather sus
pect the file is far from complete. Of particular importance
from a journalistic standpoint were the problems encountered
by newsmen in attempting to cover such a catastrophe.
T o set the stage, Juneau lies some 600 miles south of
Anchorage, in what is known as the Alaska Panhandle.
March 27 itself, though a Good Friday, was merely an
other working day at the Legislature for myself and my
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wife, Virginia, a University of Washington graduate with
whom I teamed matrimonially in 1953, while we were both
on the AP staff in Seatde.
By 7:30 p.m. on March 27, I was already in bed, ex
hausted. It seemed as if I had just closed my eyes when the
phone rang. It was Seattle, and the first question was: “Did
you feel an earthquake in Juneau?”
No, we hadn’t. Then Seattle advised me that seismographic instruments at Fairbanks had been knocked askew,
seismographic stations around the world had reported a
major temblor, and the tower at Anchorage International
Airport was reported down.
M EM BERS S IL E N T
More ominous, Seattle could not raise a single Anchorage
point on the wire. With six members there able to transmit
— we thought—it seemed utterly fantastic that no one both
ered to answer Seattle, unless. . . .
I hung up, told Virginia to head for the office, then picked
up the phone again to dial Gov. William A. Egan’s home.
I share a line with the state’s commissioner of administra
tion, Floyd Guertin, who lives next door, and when I put
the phone to my ear I heard the governor talking to Guertin.
I broke in, identified myself and asked the governor if he
had heard anything of a major earthquake at Anchorage or
Fairbanks. He had and he filled in Guertin and me at the
same time.
That was, as a television program describes it, the start of
the week that was.
Virginia and I set up shop in the governor’s office that
night, relaying to Seattle all information telephoned to the
governor from the Army’s Yukon Command at Ft. Wainwright, Fairbanks, which was in touch by radio with
Alaskan Command headquarters at Elmendorf Air Force
Base, Anchorage.
The earthquake, of course, took out every type of com
munication linking Anchorage with the outside, except for
radio.
Amateur radio played a tremendously important role
during the early going, but, even so, the hams also let some
pretty weird information go on the air, including a ridicu
lous and erroneous report that Anchorage was a sea of
flames.
ST A T IO N L IN K E D T O C IR C U IT
Early Saturday morning— during the wee hours— Chuck
Gray, chief engineer at radio station K E N I, Anchorage,
linked his station to the AP circuit again. W ith the only
commercial news line to Anchorage and tremendous coopera
tion from the K E N I crew, the AP was off and running.
Governor Egan gave us wonderful cooperation during the
night, repeating information in a loud voice as it was phoned
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to him. We were able to take notes instandy, without having
to wait for him to complete calls, then repeat the substance.
I went to Anchorage on the first available flight at mid
morning Saturday to look upon a scene of awesome destruc
tion in what is truly a beautiful, medium-sized city—by state
side standards.
In attempting to get to K EN I and to the Anchorage Daily
Times building in the downtown business district, I en
countered the first of many obstacles placed in the way of
news coverage.
The downtown business area, which suffered heavy dam
age, had been sealed off by rifle-carrying Army and National
Guard troops. Passes were necessary, and you had to know
someone to get a pass from police to enter or leave this
restricted area.
None of the newsmen really questioned the need for re
strictions to guard against looters, but passes were changed
frequently. Often, if you left the sealed-off area, you had to
hoof it to police headquarters for another, newer pass to get
back in, going through the same, original arguments again.
I finally obtained a state civil defense workman’s pass,
which gave me complete freedom to enter or leave the re
stricted area during daylight hours. At night, one could leave
or enter only in the company of an Anchorage police officer,
who escorted you personally into the building you designated
as your destination.
Communications were a complete and utter jumble. It
was virtually impossible to call anyone outside Anchorage.
I remember attempting to call one of our photographers
at his billet at Elmendorf Air Force Base early March 29 to
assign him to a trip to Seward that day. It took almost two
and a half hours to get the call through.
EM ER G EN C Y L IN E JAM M ED
Only one emergency line connected Kodiak with Anchor
age, and it was jammed day and night with official calls.
A news call was almost impossible to get through, and,
when one could, Kodiak city officials kept a silence remi
niscent of the three monkeys— no see, no hear, no speak.
This applied to area death totals, which fluctuated, and to re
ports that martial law had been invoked and Marines from
the Navy base there had fired on civilian looters.
The standard reply from Kodiak was “I can’t confirm or
deny that.”
Officials in the other hard-hit cities were more cooperative
and did their best, when you could reach them, to give as
accurate a picture of the situation as possible, sparing neither
the good nor the bad.
The military, particularly Army and Air Force, gave in
valuable service in transporting newsmen from Anchorage
to points such as Kodiak, Seward, Valdez, Homer, Seldovia,
Cordova, Chenega, Tatitlek, Kaguyak and Old Harbor.
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In the days immediately following the earthquake, An
chorage was jammed with reporters, some 150-200 of them,
from electronic and printed media and from foreign coun
tries as well as the United States.
One of the most frustrating problems encountered by all
was the almost hour-by-hour task of keeping track of casual
ties, not only in Anchorage but throughout the earthquaketsunamis area.
At the outset, no central agency handled death or injury
statistics. Reporters had to wade through a hodgepodge of
reports from several sources.
Original casualty lists were a conglomeration of known
dead, missing and presumed dead and names, in some cases,
of persons someone simply hadn’t seen since 5:36 p.m.,
Alaska Standard Tim e, on March 27, the moment the quake
struck. Correct spellings of names, for a time, were largely a
myth.
That is not an indictment of any agency; it simply points
out that no single agency— city, state or federal—was pre
pared to cope with such a chore in a major disaster and it in
dicates the enormous and confusing nature of the disaster.
Those were the major obstacles newsmen faced in attempt
ing to put together a coherent story of the great tragedy of
Alaska.
The AP had what Seattle Chief of Bureau Murlin B.
Spencer, director of AP operations in Washington and Alaska, called a “front line” staff of 15 at Anchorage, including
newsmen, photographers and Wirephoto operators and
technicians.
Backing up this on-the-scene staff were another 30 AP
staffers— newsmen, teletype operators, Wirephoto operators,
deskmen— in bureaus such as Seattle, the point through
which the bulk of all AP earthquake news from Alaska
funneled to the nation and world.
For those of us at Anchorage, days slipped into nights and
nights slipped into days until it was hard to remember, in
looking at a clock, whether it was a.m. or p.m., or, in looking
at a calendar, whether it was Tuesday, Friday or Sunday.
Two days stick in my memory.
The first was March 30, a wonderful Monday. At 7 p.m.

I crawled, grimy and bone-tired, into a bed to stay for the
first time since 6:30 a.m. the previous Friday, March 27.
Bed had been preceded by the first hot meal since 6:30
p.m. March 27. And, take my word for it, you can get
mighty sick of bologna sandwiches for breakfast, lunch and
dinner three days running.
The second day I ’ll always remember was April 3. I even
remember the exact time, 12:41 p.m., Alaska Standard Time.
I was seated in the newsroom of the Anchorage Daily
Times, sending a story south on a savage storm which struck
Kodiak even as that city was digging out from the destruc
tion of earthquake and seismic sea wave.
The building started to rock violently. I moved frantically
to turn off the transmitter and switch the teletype to manual
send so I could move a bulletin.
The building was shaking so much I had what can only
be described as one hell of a time hitting first one and then
a second switch to get to manual. Dancing building and
dancing nerves notwithstanding, I managed to get out a
bulletin while the building still rocked.
That shock registered 7.5 on the Richter scale. It gave me
something to remember, and it gave me tremendous admi
ration for the faith and courage of the people of that area of
Alaska, whose thoughts were on reconstruction even as they
cleared away the first rubble.
On Sunday, April 5 , 1 returned to Juneau, arriving at 1:30
in the afternoon, just in time to eat and hustle to the capitol
to help Virginia cover legislative sessions starting at 2 p.m.
All in all, the Alaska earthquake and its coverage was a
newsman’s nightmare.
Chief of Bureau Spencer, who spent four years covering
the jungle fighting in the South Pacific during World War
II and reopened the AP’s Tokyo bureau after Japan’s sur
render, put it this way in the April 7 AP log for Washington
and Alaska:
“We can only say that in four years in the Pacific War
Theater we never encountered a situation quite so difficult
to cover—or so frustrating.”
To that, I can add only one word—Amen.

A Dignified Heritage
The journalism of Montana was for the most part
conducted with dignity, ability, and considering their
remoteness from the great world, with success.
Hubert Howe Bancroft, describing the Montana press
of the 1860s in his History of Washington, Idaho,
and Montana— 1845-1889, published in 1890.
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RU LER RESEARCH:
POLITICS B Y TH E INCH
By

RAY

W.

FENTON

Mr. Fenton, a 1 9 4 3 graduate of the M SU School of Journalism, challenges the
belief am ong some editors and researchers that press impartiality can be equated
with comparable news space for rival candidates. H e questions the view that
impartial coverage can serve as a valid pivotal point for political evaluation.
A n d h e offers six suggestions for im proving political news coverage in M on
tana's daily press. Mr. Fenton, an instructor at the School of Journalism from
1 9 4 6 to 1 9 4 8 , worked for the Great Falls Tribune and Leader for 1 2 years as
a reporter and news editor. H e is a partner in Public Relations Associates, a
Great Falls firm which worked with national and state candidates of both
parties in the I 9 6 0 , 1 9 6 2 and 1 9 6 4 campaigns.

. . . although only a few may originate a policy, we are all
able to judge it. W e do not look upon discussion as a
stumbling block in the way of political action, but as an
indispensable preliminary to any wise action at all.
Pericles, T h e Funeral Oration

After each election, there is endless speculation about the
why * of every defeat and the “how” of every victory. In
Montana the questions that follow a campaign inevitably
simmer down to one: How impartial was the state’s daily
press in its pre-election coverage? Despite its obviously
loaded overtone, that question seems to inspire a rash of
activity by journalistic researchers and statisticians.
Without challenge from thoughtful editors in Montana,
impartiality apparently has been accepted as a valid pivotal
point for political evaluation. Yet, is it even an important
point?
Almost as if in defiance of more significant depth-research procedures (or perhaps the difficulty in applying such
techniques to political action truly is insurmountable), re
searchers, in election after election, turn automatically to
the yardstick for their determination of the impartiality of
Montana’s political news coverage. Armed with a stack of
old newspapers, a ruler and an adding machine, it’s off to
work we go to evaluate the campaign— by the inch.
So it is that Candidate A finds he was accorded X column
inches of space during the pre-election campaign, while
Candidate B was allowed Y number of inches. And that’s
about it. The entire rat-race is quickly boiled down to a
matter of inches. But is the measurement significant?
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Neat and precise though it may appear, that mathematical
and coldly scientific approach must strike terror to the hearts
of the political scientist, the sociologist and the candidate.
The necessity for an informed electorate, the crux of the
American political system, has been thus magically distilled
into a mathematical elixir perhaps not necessarily as pure
and wondrous as we have been led to believe. Essential
ingredients are eliminated.
Oversimplification by formula confuses the true problems
and needs of political reporting by tabulating the obvious
and ignoring that which, although not so perceptible, is
nonetheless the more significant. It hinders, rather than
helps, efforts to arrive at a more responsible and meaningful
evaluation of pre-election political writing— one which could
offer a guide for improvement rather than righteous self
justification.
T h e unquestioned premise seems to be that as long as
column inches balance for rival candidates, the newspaper
can rest on its laurels, assured its election coverage has been
impartial. Almost without exception the inches do tally re
markably close, reflecting equal inch-for-inch coverage.
Hence, Montana’s press again will be given a passing grade
for political reporting.
T h e absurdity of that conclusion can be exploded with
one question: How can Montana’s political reporting be
evaluated when no newspaper in the state even pretends to
have a political-affairs reporter on its staff? Serious analysis
of a nonentity is impossible.
Lacking political coverage from their own staffs, Mon
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tana’s editors should not be surprised at the mounting snow
storm of mimeographed news releases, particularly notable
in the 1964 general-election campaign. Candidates, frantic
to have every move recorded so they will have equal chance
for space, deluge newspapers with running commentaries
about their campaigns. But hasn’t that procedure grown as
a defense measure for candidates competing for space? And
hasn’t it been encouraged by newspapers unwilling, or un
able, to provide their own political coverage?
FLO O D O F RELEA SES
What alternative exists for the candidate? Offered no
coverage unless he is an incumbent, he floods the newspapers
with often inconsequential reports, hoping the policy of
equal space for all will insure publication of his news re
leases. If the newspapers are concerned only with inches,
inches they shall have, and it would be a most capricious
politician who would challenge the practice.
Political publicist Charles O. Davis puts the point in strong
terms:
The truth is that most segments of the press don’t
seem to cover political candidates or campaigns in any
kind of depth. And yet many of us who deal in the politi
cal field can’t get away from the nagging suspicion that
the selection of our government may be as important to
the people as a Hollywood brawl or the trial of a dimwitted ax murderer.
This is not to say that candidates don’t get coverage.
And how, they get coverage! Inch for inch, everybody gets
"equal space.” Candidate X has so much today, and so can
didate Y has to have the same tomorrow. . . .

According to James Reston of the N ew Yor\ Times, news
papers, at best, “. . . wait until the general election [^before
taking any real notice of political action], which often means
that they are merely left with a choice between two mediocre
candidates and then, more often than not, they go sled-length
for the second-rater of their own political persuasion. . . .
Lacking any lead from the papers, the voters do the same!”
A D M IT I T ’S AN E X C U SE
It may be impossible for Montana’s comparatively small
daily newspaper operations to cover every campaign, every
day, during election year. Even to stay with the top races is
too much on a daily basis for most city rooms. But the other
extreme, to shrug off the whole business as too big a job and
not of more than passing importance, is equally indefensible.
Anyone who has worked on a newspaper— especially during
a political campaign year— probably can excuse the practice.
But let’s admit that it is an excuse and not attempt to give
the alibi respectability by claiming that what is done is done
in the name of impartiality.
All right, so Montana’s editors have been forced to resort
to the ruler partly in deference to the political prejudices of
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readers, pardy to protect the newspaper from the type of
post-election survey that implies it was grossly unfair because
the speeches of one candidate received more space than did
those of his rival and partly in sheer frustration.
But is that really reason enough? Do reader prejudices,
post-election surveys or copy-desk frustrations really excuse
the imposition of editorial prerogative by yardstick? What
ever happened to content as a criterion for news judgment?
Must the “purposeful objectivity” of the past’s great reporters
disappear forever?
Certainly Lincoln Steffens, Ray Baker, Ida Tarbell, Charles
Edward Russell and Finley Peter Dunne never were so naive
as to claim they let the facts speak for themselves. Absolute
objectivity (impartiality, if you prefer) cannot exist. We
know that facts are merely tools of functioning men, ren
dered meaningful only as they are assembled and presented.
If Montana’s newspapers continue to be content to justify
all in the name of impartiality, how are the people to know
— how are they to make an intelligent choice? The election
of public officials in America always has been a strange
ritual, often defying analysis. But despite the many variables
that go into the selection of one candidate over another, the
one constant factor in the final choice is the way the elec
torate reacts personally to the candidate. That is what we in
the public-relations field are accused of calling the “image.”
By whatever name, it exists as solidly as does the Rock of
Gibraltar, and it is as important as anything in the campaign
— important to the elected and elector, alike.
EV A LU A TIO N D IF F IC U L T
How can reporters, political or otherwise, react to a candi
date only through reading press releases? And if reporters
don’t catch the image, it’s extremely difficult for the electo
rate to evaluate the candidate in an informed manner.
The newspaper content to be wholly impartial soon be
comes an umpire only, and that role just isn’t compatible
with the partisanship and zeal required to maintain a publicspirited consciousness in our society—particularly in the
fields of governmental or political action.
Ever-increasing signs indicate that the newspaper reader
—in Montana and nationally— is growing restless with the
shifted emphasis to umpiring. It is still little more than
fashionable to gripe about the political hogwash to which
we are subjected every two or four years, but how long
before the now casual, good-natured mutter grows to a fullthroated, ugly growl, and even sincere, honestly inspired
reporting is greeted with hard-boiled cynicism and disbelief
from every side?
Certainly continued persistence in allotting equal inches
to obviously facetious candidates or to candidates with noth
ing to offer the electorate must speed the final reckoning
and gives a hollow ring to the cry of impartiality.
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An equal-space philosophy gives an undeserved air of
credulity to the oddball, the novel, the extreme, the imma
ture or the shallow candidate. Responsible newspapermen
would reject such coverage from any other segment of their
news-supplying public, but— in their attempt at political
impartiality— they give such a candidate a legitimacy he
never could hope to achieve without their help.
EM PH A SIS O N C A T C H P H R A SE S
W ith inch-for-inch coverage, the emphasis necessarily must
be put on catch phrases and so-called issues which can be
developed in short segments; five inches seemed to be the
basic standard in Montana newspapers in 1964 if the candi
date wanted to be reasonably sure of publication. T h e abso
lute impossibility of seriously developing any issue, other
than the superficial and inconsequential, in segments of five
inches of type must be patently obvious.
Even more serious, this inch-for-inch policy enables a
shallow candidate to rely on a single thought for an entire
campaign, revamping it daily as thinly disguised variations
on a more-than-familiar theme. Necessarily, then, it makes
a farce of serious political discussion by a more informed and
thoughtful candidate.
Is not the editorial function in political reporting more
properly that of presenting intelligent information in such
a way that it can be evaluated by the reader and related to
his life and place in society? People must clearly see the
alternatives, and the party label increasingly becomes more
inadequate. Responsible political reporting must include
systematic criticism, distasteful as it may be to the candidate
(and to the newspaper) to get doused by occasional public
disapproval. Criticism of current affairs and public figures
has to be made according to some standard, but let that
standard be something other than a set of partisan slogans
and the piteous plea of impartiality.
Political reporting is a must in Montana today. T h e
political reporter (and, first, we must allow for his birth
and existence) has to be more than a faithful stenographer
or a by-the-ruler editor. He must use intelligence as well
as shorthand, judgment as well as shears.
B A C K G R O U N D R E Q U IR E D
Modern journalism has a responsibility to report faithfully
what a candidate says, of course. But it also must put his
words in the context of a campaign’s issues, his previous
positions and the facts of record.
The smaller Montana newspapers owe it to their readers
to cover, in person, the candidates when they are in the
locality. And by no stretch of the imagination is it “coverage”
to resort to the stock phrase of the 1964 campaign: “So-andso visited our fair city last week in the interests of his candi
dacy.” Period.
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Editors of the larger papers with more statewide influence
would do well at least to consider the following suggestions:
1) Delegate at least one wide-awake and savvy reporter
to politics and make it his primary responsibility. Political
reporting is a demanding task and takes time and hard work
to master even for a top reporter.
2 ) Once a reporter is assigned to politics, turn him loose
to cover personally the major campaigns on a spot basis.
Having a reporter occasionally show up unexpectedly at a
political rally might perform miracles in making sure the
candidate is maintaining the schedule in his weekly itinerary.
3 ) Admit (or at least tolerate the idea) that political public
relations is here to stay. Utilized judiciously, it can become
a worthwhile addition to a news staff. The haystack of piledup mimeograph paper on the editor’s desk is destined to get
deeper every even-numbered year. Some of it is worthless,
but some of it can be of great value.
4 ) Avoid the two extremes— don’t go the route of being
overly dependent on prepared news releases; by the same
token don’t prejudge a release negatively just because it didn’t
originate with the news staff. T h e third course, often noted
as the campaigns progress, of playing it cozy by letting the
wire services assume the editing responsibility may solve
some of the immediate copy-desk frustrations, but actually
it is nothing more than passing-the-buck. Nothing will kill
the individuality and personality of a newspaper faster.
5 ) Get to know the candidate’s press secretary— his back
ground and, yes, his reputation for ethical procedure and
honesty. Check his work closely, especially during the early
stages of the campaign. Make it a point to know the candi
date’s “voice” as you should make it a point to know the
candidate.
6) Resist the temptation, great though it must be, to pick
from political copy at random, relying on equal space to
make things right. It is more difficult to play a story for its
informative merits rather than the ease with which it lends
itself to fast headline treatment and cutability. But no one
ever pretended that responsible political reporting was easy.
Purposeful objectivity must be the goal of political report
ing, shared as a responsibility of management and editorial
staffs. An effective newspaper accepts the challenge of in
forming its readership. Only as the electorate is informed
and able to act on intelligent and considered alternatives can
it be expected to arrive at intelligent and considered judg
ments.
And how else are the people to know except through their
newspapers?
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ROAD TO RESPONSIBILITY:
PUBLIC-AFFAIRS BROADCASTING
By

R. L E E

NORTON

Public-affairs programming, including news, is enjoying a belated boom in
broadcasting. Licensees are surprised to learn programs in the public interest are
not incompatible with private profits. W hen stations accept the challenge, both
community and broadcaster benefit. T h e author, an assistant professor of jour
nalism, has worked for 14 years in the radio-broadcasting and public-relations
fields. H e has managed and owned radio stations and has been a continuity
director and sales manager.

Many broadcasters suddenly are discovering what the
Federal Communications Commission has been advocating
for 20 years: Public-affairs programming pays off.
More public-affairs shows are being broadcast, and the
evolution is encouraging. But for many radio and T V oper
ators, the excursions into responsible public-affairs program
ming are merely sporadic skirmishes. A motivated minority
is in the midst of the battle. And a far-sighted few have
overcome all cherished defenses and are proving that com
petent coverage of vital issues is their wisest investment.
FCC Chairman William C. Henry probably has stated the
problem as well as anyone in recent months:
One of our giant tasks is to overcome American tele
vision’s cultural lag— our electronic Appalachia— which
has been largely untouched by commercial TV. W e must
find ways to make the medium serve one of its highest
and most natural uses . . . as a means of eliminating cul
tural poverty, of making knowledge and enlightenment,
culture and beauty, stimulation and controversy available
to anyone who cares for them, and not merely an elite.1

Henry’s “electronic Appalachia” applies in many cases to
radio as well as to T V . Whether they agree cultural poverty
ever can be realistically eliminated, progressive broadcasters
must admit Henry’s goals are reasonable ones for those who
acknowledge their obligation to operate in the public interest.
But why do Henry and others have to prod broadcasters
to provide more public-affairs programs? Broadcasters on
the defensive have used many arguments. Basically, they
seem to reflect four major contentions.
1Anon., "Henry Cites Role of Education TV in Overcoming 'Elec
tronic Appalachia,’ ” Advertising Age, Dec. 14, 1964, p. 1.
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First, they say public-affairs programming ruins ratings—
people “just aren’t interested.”
In a study released recently by Elmo Roper & Associates,
television continued to outrank all media as the primary
source of news and, since 1959, has widened its lead as the
“most believable” and “most desirable” news medium. In
each category newspapers rank second and radio third.
In a 1963 study by Frank Magid & Associates, nearly 75
per cent of all respondents in the Denver area said they
watched news programs every day.2
3 Other reputable studies
consistently show people listen to radio primarily for news.
Clearly, then, people are interested in getting the news. And
they’re willing to express their views on countless programs
in many markets, from the traditional “Inquiring Reporter”
to the thousands of panel members whose opinions are com
piled by computers for a major midwest station.
As for ratings, K N X T -T V in Los Angeles is in its second
year of programming 90 minutes during the dinner period,
with consistently competitive ratings. At W T V J in Miami,
news director Ralph Renick decided to add editorials to his
evening 15-minute newscasts. According to the American
Research Bureau, his rating jumped from 15.0 to 32.5 in
four months.4*
Broadcasters also argue that public-affairs programming
is too expensive— “stations can’t afford it.” But most surveys
show that local news is a break-even or profit-making opera
tion for most broadcasters. The intangible advantage difficult
2Anon., "New Roper Survey Set for Convention,’’ Broadcasting,
March 15, 1965, p. 140.
3Albert R. Kroeger, "The Journalism Explosion in Local TV,” Tele
vision Magazine, February, 1965, p. 32.
4Bob Siller, Ted White and Hal Terkel, Television and Radio News
(New York: The Macmillan Co., I 9 6 0 ) , p. 210.
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to measure is the success a sound news and public-affairs
department has in persuading advertisers to sponsor other
programs or to use spot campaigns on the station.
Another favorite argument is that “nobody will ever spon
sor public-affairs programs.”
Albert R. Kroeger, citing a Television Magazine survey,
reports local news sponsorship is “healthy.” Nearly twothirds of those reporting were from 90 to 100 per cent sold
out. And at a major Seattle T V affiliate, with a $250,000
yearly budget, all news time is sold and there is a waiting
list.5
There is also evidence to refute the last principal argument
against public-affairs programming— that it may involve
issues that are too controversial.
C B S-T V ’s “See It Now” and “C BS Reports,” A B C -T V ’s
“Close-up!” and N B C -T V ’s “W hite Paper” documentaries
all have scored significant ratings and evoked measurable
response when they treated controversial social issues.

V IE W E R R E S P E C T E A R N E D
In most cases, viewers respect stations and sponsors with
the courage to seek out and examine controversial issues.
The sponsored “Ben Casey” dramatizes topics like abortion
and a woman’s misgivings about a breast cancer operation.
An American network airs a documentary that focuses on a
Catholic Church leader’s work concerning birth-control
measures. A BBC panel considers homosexuality. W illing
ness to probe such issues in the public interest should not be
compromised by controversy.
Without controversy, there would be no issues. W hat we
really should guard against is apathy or lack of controversy.
Apathy does exist in many American communities because
broadcasters are not covering the issues and stimulating
interest and discussion. Blaming the local newspaper for in
adequate coverage does not excuse broadcasters from their
own neglect.
For the broadcaster with an open mind, there is ample
evidence beyond that suggested here to support the case for
public-affairs programming. Examples of stations doing out
standing work in this field are most convincing.
Once the broadcaster’s doubts about public-affairs pro
gramming are dispelled, he wants to know next the positive
arguments in favor of expanded coverage.

G U ID E L IN E S S T IL L A P P L IC A B L E
Fundamental and obvious, yet often lost in the constant
quest for income and ratings, is the broadcaster’s promise to
operate in the public interest when his license is granted or
renewed. Guidelines described in the FC C “Blue Book” in
6Kroeger, op. cit., p. 31.
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1946 still are generally applicable today and outline major
areas for public-affairs programming.6
The knowledge explosion makes it imperative that broad
casters program more public affairs. Authorities estimate our
knowledge now doubles every 10 to 15 years. T o keep pace
with such an avalanche of learning, broadcasters and repre
sentatives of other mass media share a public trust to identify,
interpret and make meaningful the complex issues that touch
the everyday lives of our people.
Stations that embark on a planned, penetrating publicaffairs schedule will find their image and their market stand
ing measurably improved. More often than not, stations
doing the best job in public affairs are leaders in their mar
kets— in reputation, stability, service and advertiser loyalty—
if not always in sheer size of audience.
Professional public-affairs programming will attract spon
sors who otherwise might not use a station. Many times they
will be the institutional service industries trying to reach a
mature, well-informed audience. They expect and they get
such an audience when they sponsor effective public-affairs
programs.
Stimulating informational programming also strengthens
the station’s stance against competition from other media.
Stations that lead all media in reporting local news, for
example, seldom lack sponsors.
Another basic argument for expanded public-affairs pro
gramming is the simple fact that this is a field in which
radio and T V excel. They are first with fast-breaking news,
and they are now proving they can compete with printed
media in certain fields of depth reporting. Outstanding
work in documentaries by networks and local stations alike
are among broadcasters’ major achievements.
W hat about broadcasting’s changing audience? By 1975
it is estimated about 60 per cent of all high school graduates
will attend college. Current research concludes the better
educated “consume” more of all the media. As nearly twothirds of American adults receive college educations 10 years
from now, a more knowledgeable and receptive audience
will emerge for public-affairs programming.

D E C ISIO N C R IT IC IZ E D
Also subject to change are the F C C ’s recommendation and
acceptance of religious programming as being in the public
interest. Commissioner Lee Loevinger is vigorously attack
ing that requirement. If the Commission or the courts decide
religious programming is not necessarily in the public in
terest, station owners must seek other sources to fill the void.
T h e logical solution: Expanded public affairs.
Indirectly, public-affairs programming offers other re6Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees, Federal Com
munications Commission, Washington, D.C., March 7. 1946 dd
12ff.
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wards. It gets personnel outside the confining climate of the
station and its current clientele. It’s a proven method for
getting community leaders involved in the station. It often
has improved a station’s access to news sources. And by
involving both management and staff in worthwhile com
munity activities, it pays off in higher morale and reduces
personnel turnover.
Having weighed the evidence and convinced now that he
wants to upgrade his public-affairs coverage, where does the
broadcaster begin?
Most important, ownership and management must want
to do a better job. They must be willing to underwrite the
needed budget for staff and equipment. And they must not
succumb to the commonplace rationale, “We’ll do it if we
can sell it.” The job must be done first; if it’s done well,
sponsors will want it.
Next, the broadcaster should evaluate objectively what he
already is doing. Is his news staff really doing an adequate
job? Is it preoccupied with crime, fire and accident stories?
Is his staff neglecting proper treatment in depth of vital is
sues? Does it adequately probe local angles on state, regional,
national and even international developments?
Major decisions will come in identifying and assigning
priority to issues to be covered in public-affairs program
ming. The alert broadcaster’s problem here will not be in

finding enough topics but in treating adequately those he
considers most vital to his community.
As for types of programs in public affairs, the basic areas
are hard news, depth reports including documentaries, and
editorials and commentaries. An ideal, balanced schedule will
include all of those.
Finally, if the broadcaster still balks, let him heed the
story of WGN-Radio in Chicago. Radio-Television Daily
recently reported W GN was sold out seven days a week.
When asked his formula for success, station manager Charles
E. Gates said:
The solid commercial strength of WGN-Radio is at
tributable to a great deal of thought and effort toward cre
ative, well-balanced programming, the most important
commodity of a radio station.
Radio to W GN means dedicated concentration upon
news, public affairs, sports, farm news and other services.7

W GN is proving what many other radio-TV stations are
discovering: Everyone profits when broadcasters rise to their
responsibility through proficient programming of public
affairs.
7George Friedman, "W GN Success Story Formula Is Non-Formula
Programming,” Radio-Television Daily, Feb. 24, 1965, p. 4.

Roadwise and Cattlewise
The Elements of Style
by William Strunk Jr. and E. B. White
There is not a noun in the language to which -wise
cannot be added if the spirit moves one to do so. The
sober writer will abstain from the use of this wild
syllable.

Butte (M ont.) Stanldard, Oct. 30, 1964
Candidates Putting in Mileage Wordwise
And Roadwise as Campaign Nears Finish

Hamilton (M ont.) Ravalli Republican,
Oct. 12, 1964
The fair is over, but it is still foremost in many people’s
minds. Most feel that this has been the finest fair in
many years. Cattlewise, it was much better than usual.
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TH E JOURNALIST AS HISTORIAN
By

ROBERT

L.

HOUSMAN

T h e late Robert L. Housman, a m em ber of the M SU journalism faculty from
1 9 2 3 to 1 9 4 3 , wrote extensively about the history of the Montana press. Many
of his articles about early newspapers appeared in scholarly periodicals of the
1 9 3 0 s and 1940s. In 1 9 3 4 h e received from the University of Missouri the
first Ph.D . in journalism awarded in the United States. This article, an excerpt
from his dissertation titled "Early Montana Territorial Journalism as a Reflec
tion of the Am erican Frontier in the N ew Northwest,” presents his views on
the merits of historical research by professional journalists. From 1 9 3 6 to 1 9 4 1 ,
D r. Housman was executive head of the Montana School of Journalism.

The social scientist long has been acquainted with and
used newspapers in his research. But he has not made full
use of them and for definite reasons. He has not been at
home in that specialized field of articulation; he has won
dered how much credulity to lend to newspaper content;
he has not been able to ascertain how far the newspaper
guarantees of authority may be followed.
But it is not those reasons that have restrained the jour
nalist from using the materials in his own field as tools for
research. There are two other reasons for his failure. First,
if for a long time the social sciences have been kept waiting
for recognition in the antechamber of the so-called pure
sciences, then journalism has been left cooling its heels out
side the tradesman’s entrance. It is only within the past
quarter century that journalism as an academic study has
been recognized. Second, the practicing journalist has been
so busy substantiating his field in practice and achieving
economic bulwarks for his professional existence, that re
search to him has seemed to hold out no advantage except
in isolated instances such as recent studies of reader interest
in news, advertising, etc.
But the truth is, of course, that in the matter of research
with, and into, journalistic sources and materials, the trained
journalist should be best equipped to handle them, to
squeeze the greatest amount of the juice of truth from pulp
and rind. Through his training in the gathering, organizing
and writing of news; through his knowledge of the tech
niques used— past and present— in the presentation of news;
through experience with the reception of truth and halftruths by the reading public; yes, and through his knowledge
of the presentation of truth and half-truths, the newspaper
man is fitted to take out of the journalism of the past the
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clearest, most authoritative information that past may offer.
Only the journalist who has experienced it knows what
the man who wrote the news and the editorials had to do
in the way of hurdling the difficulties that stand in the way
of achieving an accurate picture of an event. He realizes
vividly the hazard of projecting a complexity in a simple,
limited vocabulary, the danger in compressed messages, the
difficulty in bringing the remote near, the lack of experience
in a single limited life span and the inescapable force of
speed, which drives all newspaper workers whether on
weeklies or dailies. Knowledge of those is conditioned into
him during his professional career. He does not have to go
to manuals or textbooks on psychology to tell him that they
are present when he reads a newspaper story out of the past.
Because of that conditioning, he should know almost to
a scientific certainty— although he calls it a “hunch”—
wherein the smooth integument of speed, passion, and false
thought hides the truth. That scientific newspaper training
enables the journalist, perhaps better than other students, to
see clearly through the flamboyancies of frontier journalism,
the exaggerated vilifications and vituperations found in the
journals, which emanated in part from the freedoms of that
period when personal journalism, if not at its height, still
was present.
Because of his habituation to the recording and interpre
tation of the commonplace and the great average mass that
makes up the newspaper public, the journalist should best
be able to discern a true picture of the frontier scene, not in
the overawed or over-scornful characterizations by outsiders;
not in the romantic memoirs which recall primarily the
glamorous side of a time which was by no means all glam
our, but in the photography of the day-to-day record of the
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journalism of the period, in what it consciously and un
consciously revealed.
JO U R N A L IST HAS MUCH T O O FFE R
Add to that newspaper background a training in the
social and political sciences (which schools of journalism
are coming more and more of necessity to demand of the
student); in the research methodology of those sciences; in
the use of other sources, the diaries, the memoirs, to check
against the journalistic information, and the research jour
nalist should have a great deal to offer the fields of history
and sociology.
For instance, the fundamental information on men and
events in a study like the present one points clearly to a
rewriting, certainly to a qualification, of the written history
of that section of the northwest frontier on which this survey
is based.1 Omissions, gaps, inaccuracies are to be found in
what purports to be the history of Montana journalism and
in the general history of the times.
This, of course, is a study of one phase only of the many
that present themselves. But it strengthens the conviction
that the true history of the frontier as a whole will not be
written until the history of the frontier in the various states
shall have been scoured in painstaking research. One may
hope that the journalist, in further studies of this type, may
have a share in this work in fields related to his own.
PRIM A RY C O N T R IB U T IO N
Yet the primary contribution of this study, it is hoped,
will be an indication to the journalist of what may be done
for his ou/n profession with his own tools. There is still
much of the frontier method in our journalism as well as
frontier psychology in our social makeup! One need not
subscribe to the theory that “history is chiefly useful to
explain the present” to realize that a generation’s spiritual
pattern may repeat itself in institutions as well as in men!
In a single study like the present one, one can cover a
limited field, a limited period only. But in further study
of the pioneer press, in further detailed analysis of what it
accomplished in reflecting— of what it achieved or failed to
achieve— in shaping its own times, the modern journalist
who is interested in more than merely reporting the news
may work out for himself some suggestion for furthering
the direct usefulness of modern journalism.
There have been studies in the psychology behind the
shaping of public opinion. But they have been in the main
confined to the mechanism of publicity, to the compulsions
back of war propaganda, to kindred matters of that nature.
What more exciting laboratory for the student of newspaper
function in reflecting and creating public opinion could
Tlousman refers here and in subsequent paragraphs to his disserta
tion.
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there be than the actual record of the journalism of earlier
periods, when the press was perhaps even more intimately
related to the life of the commonplace than it is now?
A few final generalizations suggest themselves in relation
to the particular period here studied: The pioneer press, es
tablished at a time and in a place when it would seem that
freedom should have been its prime characteristic, was not
in reality free. It provides a complete reflection of its own
time, its own psychology. It obviously represents a crystal
lization of frontier opinion in regard to politics, in regard to
racial problems, in regard to law and order. But, in general,
it served opinion. In scarcely an instance did it transcend it
or shape it in a forward direction.
Perhaps even our unique Franklin might not have given
as nearly objective a picture of legislative procedure had he
been on the other side of the political fence.2 Perhaps our
Forest City correspondent might not have been betrayed
into occasional nostalgia had he been one of the get-richquick prospectors.
C O LO RFU L FIG U R ES EM ERG E
The picturesque figures that emerge from the general
scene of pioneer journalism are interesting, colorful. But
they are not great figures. Too much of their energy was
given to name-calling over the political back fence. Section
alism too often obscured their vision of the general good.
And even the gentle Dimsdale, one of the most scholarly of
frontier editors, had to be “one of the boys” and write the
bloody tale of the Vigilantes, whose psychology, however
admirable, must have been so unlike his own.3
It was a conformist journalism. But what could a frontier
editor—or any editor, for that matter— have done to escape
conformism? He would have had to be really independent,
politically. He would have had to visualize more than his
camp, his town, his side of the mountains. He would have
had to be forward looking, crystallizing opinion more defi
nitely toward political unity, toward formal law, toward new
economic interests.
Impossible to achieve a journalism so oracular? Perhaps.
But there is much present talk of freedom of the press. A
study of the frontiers in his own profession might help to
clarify in the modern journalist’s mind, in these rapidly
changing times, the potential meaning of freedom for him
self and for his entire field.
2Franklin was a pseudonym used by the Virginia City Montana Post
correspondent who covered the 1864-65 session of the Montana
Territorial Legislature. His identity never has been determined,
although some writers have suggested various names. See Robert
Goligoski, "Thomas J. Dimsdale— Montana’s First Newspaper
Editor” (unpublished master’s thesis, Montana State University,
Missoula, 1 9 6 5 ), pp. 90-97.
Thomas Josiah Dimsdale, from 1864-66 editor of the Virginia
City Montana Post, the first newspaper in the Territory of Mon
tana.
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MALTHUS REVISITED:
ANALYZING POPULATION TRENDS
By

ANNABELLE

DESMOND

COOK

Mrs. Cook and her husband, geneticist-demographer Robert C. Cook, have
built the Population Reference Bureau into an effective educational force in the
past 12 years. In this article she describes the bureau's increasingly successful
efforts in communicating information about population trends and problems
to a world public. Mrs. Cook, a 1 9 2 7 graduate of the MSU School of Journalism,
is a science writer with a gift for putting complex scientific facts into simple,
understandable terms. She has edited a book about deafness and has coauthored
articles for professional and popular magazines. D uring World War II, she
served as a health-education specialist in a government nutrition program.
Public opinion, that all-important, intangible, often illusive
judgment as necessary to the orderly function of the demo
cratic process as it is to the promotion of an idea, a product,
an individual or an organization, always has been highly
respected in Washington. Government by public consensus
seems to be a goal of President Lyndon B. Johnson. Every
message he sends to the Congress reflects the fact he is fully
aware of the force his office carries in shaping public opinion
to achieve that goal.
One succinct sentence included in his State-of-the-Union
Message surprised most persons and gave heartening encour
agement to all who are gravely concerned about the popula
tion problem: “I will seek new ways to use our knowledge to
help deal with the explosion of world population and the
growing scarcity in world resources.”
Those 25 words give White House sanction to the increas
ing demands at home and abroad that the United States
government take an active role in seeking the solution to the
problem that many persons consider second only to thermo
nuclear war among the gravest issues facing mankind today.
Moreover, the statement gives the green light to those per
sons in and out of government who have been trying, until
recendy against almost overwhelming odds, to move forward
toward soludons to the problem.
The President’s statement reflects the great change that
has developed in the climate of opinion since the late 1950s.
Previously, the population problem was so thoroughly
shrouded by ignorance and taboos that few government
officials in this country would risk the political repercussions
that might result from open discussion. As knowledge began
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to replace ignorance, an alarmed and vocal public elevated
the problem to the status of a great issue. But government
recognition continued to lag until 1961 when the late Presi
dent John F. Kennedy singled out rapid population growth
as the major threat to economic growth in Latin America
and other developing areas of the world. Since then, the
population problem has been discussed openly in the Con
gress. From now on, concern of the American people will
guarantee not only continuing Congressional interest but also
continuing government action at the national, state and
community levels.
The Population Reference Bureau, Inc., in Washington,
D.C., a nonprofit, educational organization founded in 1929,
played a major role in that awakening. The Bureau is the
world’s only organization whose sole purpose is to present
the facts of population change to the people of the world.
Through its publications, the Bureau’s program reaches into
120 countries, with a special project in Latin America.
The Bureau’s educational tools are its publications— Popu
lation Bulletin, Population Profile and other occasional re
leases—the Information Service, which is a clearinghouse for
population information; close cooperation with other organi
zations, and related educational activities. The success of the
Bureau’s program has been due not to emotional appeals,
but to a hard-won reputation for meticulous accuracy, objec
tivity, and to the unfaltering belief that an informed person
is a responsible citizen who makes sound decisions, including
those regarding family size. Individual decision concerning
family size is the very heart of the population problem.
It is difficult to separate one part of the Bureau’s program
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from the other, so closely are they synchronized into a con
tinuing educational process. However, this discussion focuses
on Bureau publications and their use by news media, a
collaboration which represents an outstanding public service.
Although the primary circulation of PRB publications is less
than modest when compared with Tim e or Reader's Digest,
their secondary circulation via world press, radio and tele
vision runs into hundreds of millions.
T H E PRO BLEM
Viewed in a historical context, world population grew
slowly until man began to gain the power to defer death.
Then the rate of growth began to accelerate— slowly at first,
then more rapidly. It has been estimated that at the time
of Christ there were only about one-quarter of a billion
people; and that by 1650, world population doubled to reach
one-half billion. It doubled again in about 200 years, growing
beyond the 1 billion mark by 1850. It doubled again in only
80 years, reaching 2 billion by 1930. World population now
is more than 3.3 billion.
It took all of the millennia of man’s existence on earth for
his numbers to reach more than 3 billion simultaneously
alive. But, according to recent United Nations estimates,
which may prove too conservative, population may grow to
7 billion or more by 2000, only 35 years hence!
In 1950, when the world had 2.5 billion people, 800 million
of them lived in the economically advanced countries of
Europe (including U SSR ), North America and Japan; and
1.7 billion lived in the developing areas in Africa, Asia and
Latin America. By 2000, again according to U.N. estimates,
population in the developing areas will have more than
tripled, to reach 5.4 billion. That means that during the
second half of this century, the population of those areas will
increase by 3.7 billion—a number greater than the present
world population!
R A T E O F G R O W T H IN C REA SED
An unprecedented acceleration in the rate of world growth
came after World W ar II when technical assistance from the
United States and other Western countries carried public
health programs to the farthest corners of the earth. High
death rates declined rapidly and sharply in the developing
areas, but the high birth rates— so essential to survival when
death rates are high— have remained at traditional levels.
So population growth soars.
Rapid population growth cannot continue indefinitely any
where in the world. Either birth rates must decline or death
rates will rise again to check growth. Obviously, the humani
tarian solution is lower birth rates.
Prior to the 1950s, only a relatively few people in the
world seemed to be aware of the alarming acceleration in the
rate of population growth. Not even all demographers—and
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very few economists—believed this growth represented a
dire threat to the world. Most scientists were confident tech
nology would be able to guarantee continual increases in
living levels.
As more and more information became available during
the 1950s, through censuses in various countries and through
the efforts of the United Nations, the frightening dimensions
of the population problem were defined more clearly.
The Population Reference Bureau’s program transmitted
the facts to the people, repeating again and again in simplest
terms the dynamics and implications of rapid growth. Plum
meting death rates were causing unprecedented growth in
the developing countries where well over half of the world’s
people lives; and that growth was canceling hard-won eco
nomic gains. Booming birth rates in a few economically
advanced countries, including the United States, were adding
to the problem, though in a lesser degree.
E X P E R T S AGREE
Today, there is general agreement among the experts
throughout the world—and enlightened laymen concur—
that rapid population growth is anything but a blessing.
Fortunately, the governments in some of the developing
countries where the problem is most acute have adopted
population policies to control growth, and others are moving
in that direction.
Remembering that the PRB was organized in 1929—a
time when low birth rates in this country caused some con
cern over the possibility of eventual population decline— it
is a tribute to the small group of biologists, sociologists and
economists who formed the Bureau that they foresaw the
time when Malthus’ theory of population growth would
come back like a ghost to haunt the people of the earth.
The Bureau deals with demographic facts, gathering, ana
lyzing and interpreting them in meaningful terms. It does
not attempt to influence legislation, nor does it sponsor action
programs to regulate births. Stated simply, the Bureau’s phi
losophy is based on the belief that when people know and
understand the basic facts of human arithmetic, they make
sound decisions concerning family size and limitation, and
they adopt solutions suitable to their own circumstances. The
historical record supports that philosophy. The small-family
pattern emerged in France in the mid-18th century. It next
emerged in Ireland, then spread across Europe from north
to south. Birth limitation was effected by various means, but
the motivating force appears to have been an undeclared
consensus usually arrived at in defiance of governmental
and ecclesiastical authority.
BU REAU IN C O RPO RA TED
Until the early 1950s, the P R B’s survival was precarious
and its voice largely was unheeded. In 1952, the Bureau was
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incorporated; its educational program was strengthened and
expanded, and Robert C. Cook, a geneticist who had edited
the Journal of Heredity for 30 years, was made director and
editor. Initially, the staff comprised Mr. Cook and myself,
both of us volunteers. It has since grown to 22, including
editors, writers, researchers, consultants and supporting ad
ministrative, secretarial, stenographic and clerical personnel.
The Bureau’s financial base, always thin in early years,
was reinforced in 1952 by a three-year grant of $60,000 from
the Ford Foundation. Late in 1962, a fourth Ford Founda
tion grant amounted to almost a half-million dollars for a
five-year period. In the intervening years, several other major
and small foundations have supported the Bureau. Contri
butions from individuals and corporations, the sale of PR B
publications and associate memberships and subscriptions
round out the source of funds. The Bureau’s present annual
budget is about $300,000.
A M AJOR IN F L U E N C E
Today, the Bureau’s program is widely recognized as a
major force for continuing public education, reaching people
all over the world. The program has been largely responsible
for the fact that the youth of our nation are surprisingly well
informed about the population problems. Since the mid1950s, PRB publications have been used in the classroom
in a large number of universities and colleges and— more
recently— in public, parochial and private schools.
Demography is defined as “the statistical study of popula
tions, as to births, marriages, mortality, health, etc.” On
superficial examination, it appears to be a science as difficult
to comprehend as the voluminous, dry-as-dust, census tabu
lations which are its foundation. But scratch that surface for
the meaning and implications of those statistics— in terms
of human and national welfare or economic progress— and
they emerge as basic trends of population change, modulating
the course of human events. And scratch the surface of most
important international, national, state or local developments
and the demographic factors are there to shape them.
By reporting demographic facts in terms that relate to the
lives of people, Bureau publications have done much to
break the silence barrier which surrounded the population
question. Clarifying complex demographic facts and re
ducing them to the simplest denominator is an extremely
difficult type of science writing. But the challenge always
is stimulating and rewarding.
H U M A N F A C T O R ST R E SS E D
Stressing the human factor is comparatively simple because
the demographic facts— whether they relate to births, deaths,
marriage, divorce, migration or urbanization— are facts about
people and their behavior. When demographic copy concen
trates upon people instead of statistics, it is live, pulsating
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copy. But unless the statistics are there in tabular or graphic
form to support that copy, the product lacks the authority
and substance so essential to Bureau publications, which are
primarily teaching materials, whether read by students, lay
men, industrial executives, government officials or newsmen.
The Population Bulletin, the Bureau’s major publication,
is a definitive source of current and historical population in
formation. Published six times a year, each issue deals with
a region of the world, a country or with one ramification of
the population problem. The Bulletin is distributed to PRB
members and subscribers, news media, educational and gov
ernmental institutions, research centers, industry and laymen.
It is widely used as a teaching aid, with a special bulk-purchase plan for colleges and schools. It may be found on the
shelves of many academic, industrial and public libraries.
Each Bulletin analyzes current technical data relating to
the subject, reviews historical trends and discusses the impli
cations of changing trends. Occasionally, for the record, an
issue reprints or extracts speeches, articles, books or pertinent
Congressional testimony or summarizes important events in
the population field.
M O ST PO PU LA R T IT L E S
Subject matter ranges considerably as illustrated by a list
of the 10 titles which have been the most popular with the
press since 1961: Spotlight on Marriage, H ow Many People

H ave Ever L ived on Earth?, Outdoor Recreation Threatened
by Excess Procreation, Population Trends in USSR, The
American Farmer, N ew Patterns in U. S. Fertility, U. S.
Population Growth, D ilem m a of the “Fractional Child,”
World Population 1963, World Population 1960, and USA
Water Supply.
Population Profile, issued at timely intervals, supplements
the Bulletin. These are short, substantive, newsworthy re
ports originally issued to give news media demographic back
ground on current events. However, colleges, schools, church
groups and other community groups now use Profiles in
teaching and discussions.
T O P P R O F IL E S
Marriage is always a good topic in June and school enroll
ment in September. The 10 Profiles most popular with the
press since 1961 have been Marriage and T h e American

Woman, Teen-Age Mother, Rising T ide o f the SeventeenYear-Olds, T h e American Family, 1962 World Population —
3,115,000,000, Birth Rate Down—Baby Count Up, Marriage
and T he Coed, N ew Emphasis on Elderly, Coming'. A De
partment o f Urban Affairs, and School Population Dilemma.
All but one of these Profiles were written by a young woman,
Judy K . Morris.
The editorial conference is the heart of the Bureau’s edito
rial procedure. Topic ideas are brainstormed, publications
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currently in production are discussed and the future publica
tion schedule is reviewed. Population Bulletin requires sev
eral months from research to printing, so issues are projected
two to three years in advance. If a major development brings
a projected title into prominence, production of that issue
may be placed on a crash basis to advance the publication
date. Population Profile , more flexible than the Bulletin be
cause it can be produced in less time, is projected a year in
advance. Schedule changes often are made to take advan
tage of timely developments.
Bulletins of a more technical nature start with a research
report. That research often is farmed out to specialists work
ing in the particular area of demography which the issue
covers. Sometimes the researcher is a graduate student in a
university demographic research center. The assignment de
mands painstaking review of the literature and a report pre
pared with meticulous attention to details. Researchers confer
with the editor in the course of their work. When the report
is finished, it is reviewed by the Bureau’s demographic con
sultant before it goes to the writer.

and that the 3 billion people living represented 4 per cent of
that number. Mr. Wellemeyer prepared the research report.
PROBLEM S ARISE
When writing that issue I was confronted with many
knotty technical problems touching the fields of history,
anthropology, paleontology and demography. T o walk the
anthropological-paleontological tightrope, I conferred several
times—in various stages of perplexity—with Dr. T . D. Stew
art, head curator of the Department of Anthropology, Na
tional Museum, Washington, D. C. Other specialists offered
invaluable help. After many drafts, the “jigsaw” finally fell
together. Five weeks later, on Feb. 5, 1962, the issue was
printed.
It was an instantaneous success in all quarters. On Feb.
6, the entire issue was read into the Congressional Record
by Sen. Lee Metcalf of Montana. That appeared to be the
first time the population problem was discussed in the Con
gress.

T H E W R IT E R ’S JOB

PRESS REA CTIO N

The writer first reads the report and then reads supple
mental material for inspiration and further orientation. Dur
ing the writing process, she is in touch with the researcher,
the editor and the consultant as problems arise. Invariably an
issue takes longer to write than expected. That creates head
aches for the editor, who must be ready with a stand-by issue
to make the publication deadline.
As a nonprofit organization dedicated to the creation of
public awareness of the population problem, the Bureau en
joys the close cooperation and support of a large number of
demographers and specialists in related professional disci
plines. They have given generously of their time and skills
and have made invaluable contributions as consultants on
certain Bulletins and as readers of copy and sometimes in
assisting with editing, writing or researching a particularly
difficult issue. In final form, a Population Bulletin often rep
resents the composite skills of several highly trained people.
The Bulletin entitled H ow Many People Have Ever Lived
on Earth? illustrates this collaboration process. The topic
was chosen because P R B ’s Information Service frequently
was asked two questions: How many people have ever been
born since the beginning of the human race? What percent
age does the present world population of 3 billion represent
of the total number ever born? Editor Robert Cook turned
to two specialists in Washington, D. C., for the research—
Fletcher Wellemeyer, a manpower, education and personnel
consultant, and Frank Lorimer, a demographer at American
University. Together they set up the statistical and demo
graphic model that might serve as a base for such an estimate.
It was determined that some 77 billion babies had been born

The issue was also a smash hit with the press: The AP,
UPI, Science Service and NEA sent stories all over the world.
Each year since 1962, new wire-service stories have sent that
issue on the rounds again. To my great delight, the issue
appeared as a chapter in the 1962 Annual Report of the
Smithsonian Institution and in a book published in Holland,
The Population Crisis and the Use of World Resources. A
visual from that Bulletin has been widely reprinted in publi
cations in this and other countries. It was a popular issue in
classroom teaching. Moreover, it was reproduced in an in
struction pamphlet used by the Earth, Space and Graphic
Sciences Department at the U. S. Military Academy and in a
“cultural geography” subcourse of an environment standard
course at the same institution.
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Since its birth, the Bureau has recognized that news media
are a powerful influence in public education, reaching mil
lions of persons in many countries. The record of the past
decade confirms that evaluation.
In the early 1950s, taboo silenced all media. Some writers
and commentators tried to report the alarming facts about
population growth, but most publishers, editors and radio
executives were far too conscious of the possibility of adverse
public reaction to risk using population stories. But by the
mid-1950s, stories based on PRB materials were appearing
frequently in the press, still infrequently on the air. Then
early in 1957, United Press carried its first series of popula
tion articles. Written by Louis Cassels, the series appeared in
hundreds of newspapers. It inspired a provocative edito
rial, “Plain Talk on Population,” in the Tulsa Tribune : “At
last the taboos which have muffled discussion of the world’s
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population problem are beginning to fall away. . .
The
editorial was a brief, lucid analysis of the problem, and it
pointed to the myths that were inhibiting understanding.
E D IT O R IA L S P R IN T E D
As if by magic, the flood gates for press editorial opinion
began to open. Each succeeding year the number and length
of editorials increased. Today, it is not unusual to find a full
page or more of a Sunday editorial section devoted entirely
to population. All major columnists now report the popula
tion story regularly.
In 1959, an interesting chain of events, most concerned
with the United States’ foreign-aid program, triggered an
other great press breakthrough. In July, the President’s Com
mittee to Study the U. S. Military Assistance Program trans
mitted a report— known in Washington as the “Draper Re
port”— to President Eisenhower. The report, which warned
that population growth could frustrate all efforts to help the
developing nations start the slow climb out of poverty, was
covered widely in the press. W ithin a short period, similar
warnings were contained in a report issued by the State
Department, in a study conducted by the Stanford Research
Institute for the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, in
the Mansfield Conference Report of the World Council of
Churches and in a policy statement issued by the American
Public Health Association. Seemingly up in arms over the
prospect of giving technical aid in population control to
developing countries that might request such aid, 30 Roman
Catholic bishops in the United States issued a statement,
“Explosion or Backfire?” That touched off a controversy
that catapulted the population problem squarely into the po
litical arena and onto the airwaves and the front pages of
the nation’s press, where it has remained ever since.
IN C R E A SE IN C LIPPIN G S
Newspaper clippings afford one of the few measures of
public interest, and the Bureau has recorded those based on
its publications. In 1952, the clipping service returned 231
press clippings; in 1955, 1,474 clippings; in 1959, 3,481, and
in 1964, 8,041. At least a fifth of all clippings received are
editorials. In 1964, 104 magazine articles used PR B informa
tion.
Radio and television coverage of the population story
lagged far behind the press. The first important network
program was broadcast in 1958 when the C BS prize-winning,
hour-long documentary narrated by Howard K . Smith was
seen by millions on television. So enthusiastic was public
acceptance that the program was repeated in January, 1959,
with a 50 per cent increase in time. Late in 1959, N BC
scheduled an hour-long radio broadcast with Robert Mc
Cormick interviewing persons such as Prime Minister Nehru,
Julian Huxley, Bertrand Russell and numerous population
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experts in this country. Since 1958, Bureau publications have
been prime news on the air.
D O C U M EN T A R IES BEG U N
In February, 1965, National Educational Television released
the first of a series of six hour-long documentaries, “The
Population Problem,” produced under a grant from Cordelia
S. May, with the technical assistance of an advisory com
mittee of six eminent demographers. Five of the documen
taries will examine population growth as it exists— and as it
is being slowed or increased— in South America, Europe,
Japan, India and the United States. The sixth program will
take viewers into the laboratories of leading scientists who
are grappling with the secrets of human reproduction. All
have been filmed on location. After the series has been shown
on N E T stations throughout the nation, the films will be
available to organizations, colleges, schools, etc.
In 1960, the Bureau initiated its Latin American project
in an effort to create understanding of the population ex
plosion among opinion-forming people in that region of the
world’s most rapid growth. At first, selected issues of the
Bulletin, with summaries in Spanish (Portuguese for Brazil),
were mailed to all newspapers with a circulation of 5,000 or
more, all trade and professional journals, university and
research centers, government officials and others. It is im
possible to determine press reaction accurately because clip
ping services are grossly inadequate for the area. First re
sponses were letters from a few editors expressing appreci
ation and attaching clippings. Other editors wrote for more
information concerning this totally new subject. Then in
quiries began to come to the Information Service from people
in several Latin American countries, a routine feedback from
press publicity. Today, all Bureau publications go into the
region. The surprising number of clippings now coming to
the Bureau indicates news media will repeat the all-important
role in the process of changing men’s minds in Latin
America.
T W O D EC A D ES O F G R A CE
The change in attitudes since 1950 concerning the popu
lation explosion is phenomenal. Yet it represents only the
beginning of the momentous change essential to reduce the
current world births from about 110 million to no more than
60 to 85 million a year. Without a marked reduction in the
birth rates of the developing countries, by 1975 today’s low
living levels may sink even lower in major regions of the
world, with the most ominous consequences.
This reduction in fertility is an enormous undertaking.
Communication is the key to achieving it. Writers with
skill and imagination of the highest order will be needed.
Their success in motivating people may determine whether
the population crisis is resolved or plagues— at a more critical
level— the world of the future.
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1 9 6 4 CAMPAIGN COVERAGE:
HOW JOURNALISTS VIEWED IT
By

MS U

JOURNALISM

GRADUATES

Press coverage of a political campaign frequently is berated by self-styled critics
who don’t know a city room from a city block. In contrast, the editors, reporters
and copyreaders who work with the daily flow of political copy seldom set
down their views for public consumption. This article presents some of their
reactions and indicates how others associated with the communications industry
viewed the coverage of the 1 9 6 4 election campaigns. T h e contributors, gradu
ates of the M SU School of Journalism, offer a panorama of opinions ranging
from cogent criticism to thoughtful praise.

TH E EA STER N STA TES

Senate candidates Keating and Kennedy
fire away at each other.

Sterling Soderlind, ’50
Page One Editor
The Wall Street Journal
New York City

Though it’s a matter of opinion, I
think the New York World-Telegram
and Sun won honors in the columnist
field with Murray Kempton, a recent
acquisition from the Post. I heard some
people say they thought James Reston
had lost a bit of his objectivity in his
heavy blasts at Goldwater, but pro-Goldwaterman Krock at the Times evened
the score.

New York City’s six dailies, in my
opinion, generally over-reported the 1964
election campaign; that is, many people
here seemed to get bored long before
voting. Saturation T V coverage contrib
uted to this feeling, of course.
One got the feeling that the New
York Times had polled every citizen
from Honolulu to East Hampton, L .I.
So much analysis of regions can get con
fusing; at one time the Times gave
Georgia to Gold water; later it reported
the state in L B J’s camp.
The New York Herald Tribune was
interesting to watch as it kept cooling
more and more on Goldwater until it
finally announced editorially for John
son. Its coverage was more sprightly
than that of the Times (a H erald Trib
une headline: “Goldwater Makes God
an Issue”) but more skimpy.
The N ew York Post had a fine daily
feature, “Batde Page,” on which it let

The Times did a superb job on local
races and on running a series of features,
as well as editorials, on the issues—issue
by issue.
In coverage of the vote itself, the

Times was unbeatable; it even listed the
vote and per cent of total vote in every
Congressional race in the nation.
My own newspaper, The Wall Street
Journal, added some dimensions to cam
paign coverage. In addition to major
pieces on specific races and groups with
in the electorate (Negro voters, labor,
farmers, suburbanites, etc.), we offered
many page-one stories that received
widespread interest. One—“Rookie on
the Stump”— profiled in depth a new
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comer to politics and his tribulations in
running for Congress. Another deline
ated all the efforts to keep the polls
honest. A third—“Year of Smear”—
detailed how mud-slinging had perme
ated even local campaigns. And even
before the voting we carried a close-up
look at the GOP in-fighting in Con
necticut for control of a party that was
on the verge of being decimated.

William A. Barbour, ’48
Editor and Publisher
Product Design & Development
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
I did get one unhappy impression . . .
it seems as if the Philadelphia news
papers and many others assign political
coverage with a ruler. If Party A gets
11 inches on the front page today and
Party B gets only nine inches, you can
be fairly sure that the ratio will be re
versed tomorrow. I suspect that if you
totaled column inches for the entire
campaign, there wouldn’t be much to
choose between the two. In Philadelphia,
at least, the newspapers seem to have
forgotten that some candidates make
more news than other candidates.
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Ken Kizer, ’41
Electronic Data Processing
Radio Corporation of America
Camden, New Jersey
The coverage of this year’s election
campaigns in the Greater Philadelphia
area began in earnest with the primaries,
marked chiefly by the bitter battle be
tween Genevieve Blatt and Mike Musmanno for the Democratic Senate seat.
Miss Blatt was finally declared the
winner in the courts by some 500 votes
and represented the Philadelphia area to
run against Republican Hugh Scott, in
cumbent.
While this particular race received
much attention— Miss Blatt ran as an
Independent against Mr. Musmanno’s
machine backing— primaries in Pennsyl
vania and New Jersey were humdrum
affairs.
Philadelphia’s Inquirer and
Bulletin and the Camden Courier-Post
played them straight down the middle.
It was not until well after the conven
tions and the opening guns had been
fired from the Goldwater and Johnson
camps that the area press began lining
up. The morning Inquirer and the after
noon Bulletin , totaling nearly one mil
lion circulation, supported Lyndon John
son as did the Camden afternoon daily
of some 90,000 circulation. All three,
although they do not have a history of
sticking with one party, nonetheless in
the past have tended to lean toward the
GOP ticket. Although no headline boxscore was kept, there was no discernible
slant on the news pages; that is, one did
not receive top billing at the expense of
the other. In fact, Goldwater probably
received more ink because of his contro
versial statements and the type of cam
paign he was staging.
On November 3, the Blatt-Scott race
went right down to the wire. Senator
Scott finally was re-elected in a state
that swung sharply to the Democrats.
No other close contests materialized in
either eastern Pennsylvania or southern
New Jersey, and the press maintained
its objectivity throughout the campaign.
One specific phase of the election
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night coverage was the job accomplished
by the combined efforts of the Radio
Corporation of America’s computers and
the National Broadcasting Company.
Without going into great detail, N BC
News, utilizing seven RCA computers,
completely outstripped other television
and radio networks by projecting Presi
dent Johnson the winner by 60 to 70
per cent of the popular vote at 6:48 p.m.
E S T . This projection was made with
less than 2 per cent of the precincts re
porting in the United States and well
before the polls closed on the Eastern
Seaboard.

Editorially, the papers were split about
evenly. Much was made of Goldwater’s
conservative stand and especially his
backing of states’ rights and opposition
to federal power.

Beverley Brink Morales, ’50
Editor, The Republican Banner
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

At the nation’s southernmost tip,
four metropolitan newspapers compete
in south Florida’s 2-million-population
market. Tw o emerged as leaders of
political temper— the Fort Lauderdale
N ews in Broward County and the Mi
ami H erald in Dade County.
The News conducted a strong edito
Ross M. Hagen, ’52
rial campaign for Goldwater— and Bro
Newsman, Associated Press
ward County voted Goldwater by 56.6
Birmingham, Alabama
per cent. The H erald went “all the way
Generally, daily newspaper coverage with L B J”— and Dade County voted 62
in Alabama was fairly well balanced per cent for Johnson.
with no apparent attempt to show favor
National stories were colored by wire
itism. O f course, ours was a special case service reporters’ personal preferences for
since there was no clearcut choice for the Johnson. That produced a curious situ
voters— names of the presidential candi ation in the case of the Fort Lauderdale
dates did not appear on the Alabama News —its columns gave the paper a
general election ballot. Instead, there liberal slant, while its editorial pages
were names of the 10 presidential elec espoused ultra-conservatism.
tors of each party.
Another general comment: News
Further complicating the situation was papers and wire services failed to point
the fact that the Democratic electors out often-deliberate inconsistencies of
were not pledged to vote for Mr. John campaign statements, Democrat as well
son. The Republican electors were as Republican. Political handouts were
pledged to Senator Goldwater. Thus, accepted at face value, both by the wire
the voters had a choice of voting for services and by Florida political writers.
Mr. Goldwater or voting for no one in This occurred because reporters lacked
particular.
political background, reporters purposely
Such a situation made for a rather pushed conflicting statements under the
dull campaign in Alabama. Senator rug or they were just too lazy to check
Goldwater came to the state once, but the morgue.
there was no campaigning on the Demo
Despite the importance of the racial
cratic side until a week before the elec issue, Florida newspapers scarcely men
tion when a few feeble efforts were made tioned it as a campaign factor. It is
to drum up interest in a Loyalist Demo standard practice to ignore Negro news
cratic move.
and to soft-pedal racial turmoil. Segre
The daily newspaper editors in Ala gationist publishers take the attitude that
bama, for the most part, relied entirely perhaps the race problem will go away
on wire service copy— usually giving if they ignore it. Integrationist pub
each candidate equal play and equal lishers feel that if they ignore it, inte
position in the paper, often side by side gration will quietly become a fact before
the segregationists really know what’s
and under a joint headline.
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happening. Neither deviated from that
policy during the 1964 presidential cam
paign— though election results clearly
showed the importance of the racial
issue to the campaign.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Jack C. Seigle, ’56
Assistant Professor
Department of Journalism
and Public Relations
American University
Washington is one of the few U.S.
cities with three competing daily news
papers. The Post, Evening Star, and the
tabloid Daily News all do an excellent
job of reporting news. Their coverage
of the 1964 presidential campaign was
no exception.
Although each of the dailies supported
President Johnson editorially, Evening
Star endorsement being less than en
thusiastic, their coverage of the cam
paign was thorough and, in my judg
ment, eminently fair.
During the entire campaign, the papers
made strenuous efforts to report Senator
Goldwater’s statements accurately and
fully. In fact, it sometimes appeared that
the press went out of its way to quote
Mr. Goldwater verbatim, apparently to
counter criticism in some quarters that
the Republican candidate had to fight
press bias as well as Democrats. More
over, the senator captured the headlines
as often as the President did.
All three papers carried reports of
their own correspondents traveling with
the candidates, in addition to stories
from the wire services. Perhaps no cam
paign was reported more thoroughly or
comprehensively than the one in 1964.
Any criticism of the performance of
the Washington press during the cam
paign comes, it seems to me, from a
basic misunderstanding of news and the
reporting function. Those who have
damned papers for alleged bias fail to
distinguish between what is reported in
the news columns and what appears on

the editorial page and under columnists’
bylines. Editorials in the three Wash
ington papers did question Senator Goldwater’s qualifications for the presidency;
political analysis by the columnists was
quite often devastating. But taking a
stand on the candidates and the issues
is the prerogative of the publisher and
the columnist. In the area where ob
jectivity is paramount—the news pages
— the reporting of the three Washington
dailies was exemplary.

newspaper reader who gave time to the
feature pages, the columns and the week
end reviews got more for his money than
in many previous campaigns. The in
terpretive reporting was intelligent, com
plete and useful.
The average, hurried voter, however,
the one who depends on a quick look at
the front page to keep him informed,
could have done better with a few min
utes each evening in front of his T V
set.

Richard K. Brome, ’37
National Staff
U.S. News & World Report

John Kamps, ’31
Newsman, Washington Bureau
The Associated Press

Long before it ended, the 1964 presi
dential campaign was being called by
old-timers the dullest since the CoolidgeDavis campaign of 1924. This lack of
excitement was mirrored from the front
pages of the major newspapers of the
East.
The question might be raised as to
whether the candidates made for dull
newspaper reading or whether poor re
porting made the candidates seem dull.
I think it was the nature of the cam
paign, not the reporting.
As in 1924, there was a separation of
issues. Both sides seemed to be talking
in generalities about different things. It
was a campaign without dialogue.
Former campaigns in my memory
were marked by a progression of major
policy speeches by both candidates.
There were frequent occasions for the
newspapers to quote the candidates at
length. Larger papers often printed full
texts. Debate and rebuttal on the sub
stantial issues echoed from the head
lines.
This time, day-to-day coverage fell into
a pattern of generalities. Reports empha
sized the crowds, the manner of cam
paigning—and only incidentally what
was being said.
The result was not really poor cover
age. Rather, I think it was a campaign
made to order for the interpretive writer,
the experts and the deep-digging re
porter teams. From these, the careful
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Veteran newsmen in Washington,
D.C., believe that news-page coverage of
the presidential campaign was generally
full and objective.
Larger papers of this region had re
porters trailing the candidates. Some
printed opposing stories side by side,
trimmed to comparable size.
A correspondent from Europe said
observers abroad were concerned over
what he called the low intellectual level
of the campaign. They felt there wasn’t
enough intelligent discussion of issues of
global importance and there was too
much low-level mud slinging over such
things as the Baker and Jenkins cases
and the personalities of the candidates.
One long-time political reporter said
capital newsmen were faced with a
paradoxical situation: Many liked Goldwater personally but felt he put on an
ineffective campaign; few have indicated
any warm feelings for Johnson but most
admire his political and executive ability.
Another said Goldwater should have
based his campaign on economy in gov
ernment and a lower cost of living.
There seems to be agreement that
shortcomings of the Goldwater cam
paign should be blamed not on reporters
but on Goldwater and his advisers, who
should have made his views clear in
order to have them presented properly
through the press.
If Goldwater had complaints about
the way the press used his T V A, defolia
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tion and other controversial statements,
he should have spelled them out and
clarified the statements at the time he
made them.

THE CENTRAL STATES
Don Hegg, ’64
Advertising Department
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Chicago, Illinois
Chicago’s four major daily newspapers
— the Daily News, the Sun-Times, the
Tribune and the American — were equal
ly divided politically during the 1964
presidential campaign. The Daily News
and the Sun-Times, both published by
Marshall Field, supported Johnson. The
traditionally Republican Tribune vigor
ously supported Goldwater throughout
the campaign, while its sister publica
tion, the American, hesitated, then came
out for Goldwater about a week before
the election.
A comparison of how the Tribune
and the Daily N ews , two of Illinois’
most popular newspapers, treated the
Walter Jenkins scandal reflects the poli
cies of the two papers. Until the election,
the Tribune carried approximately 570
inches of news about the scandal com
pared with 490 inches in the Daily
News. Both newspapers carried stories
directly concerned with the affair; the
News also printed a 67-inch front-page
report on how the story broke. The Trib
une had several stories discussing im
morality, national security and past scan
dals, using the Jenkins case for a news
peg. One of those, by a Tribune corre
spondent, implied further scandal stories
were about to break in Washington, al
though no more developed.
In retrospect, the Tribune seemed to
me more biased than did the News, with
its almost daily political cartoon in color.
Placed on the front page, the cartoon
usually was directed at the Democratic
party. Its “Headlines Ahead” column
frequently contained forebodings of
things to come in Johnson’s administra
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tion. Stories generally conveyed a sense
of doubt about the Democratic adminis
tration, but stories in the News often
expressed doubt about Goldwater’s pur
poses. The general tone of the News
seemed a little more quiet, a little more
impartial, however.
Although the Tribune ardently sup
ported Goldwater, it was more cautious
than in 1948 when early-edition front
pages proclaimed Thomas Dewey the
winner.

Arthur F. Lundell, ’53
Co-Publisher, The Vernon County
Broadcaster-Censor
Viroqua, Wisconsin
Unlike the 1960 primary election,
Wisconsin started out calmly in the
presidential race because in April only
“favorite sons” were in the race for
delegates to the conventions.
The daily press shifted over the
months more for Johnson than it did
for Nixon in 1960. Numbers of dailies
favored Goldwater, but on a circulation
basis Johnson was ahead in capturing
the favor of the publishers.
Dailies covering this area included the
La Crosse Tribune and Madison’s Wis
consin State Journal and Capital Times.
The Tribune and the Journal were for
Goldwater, while the Capital Tim es kept
to the Democratic party. Despite its
editorial stand, the Lee Enterprises Trib
une carried election stories more impar
tially than did either Madison paper.
The most slanted in its news columns
was the Capital Times.

A. A. Applegate, ’23
Professor, Hillsdale College
Hillsdale, Michigan
Coverage of the 1964 presidential
campaign was hampered in Michigan
by the strike that closed the Detroit
newspapers. Michigan readers were
forced to be content with AP and UPI
reports in smaller newspapers, special
writers accompanying the major candi
dates, and television and radio reports.
The special writers were those repre
senting the Booth group of newspapers.
The Toledo Blade, Cleveland Plain
Dealer and Chicago Tribune carried
more voluminous reports. Only in the
Chicago Tribune was there detailed
quotation of either candidate. The re
mainder was condensation.
W ith the exception of the Chicago
Tribune, which carried speeches in their
entirety, or what appeared to be entirety,
the reports were distortions, quotations
out of context, and the reporters’ inter
pretations of the speeches. This applied
to the reports of Senator Goldwater’s
speeches, especially. The reports of
Johnson’s speeches appeared to be almost
sycophantic.
All in all, the coverage was one-sided
and biased, not so much in favor of
President Johnson, as against Senator
Goldwater.

This report is not my personal opinion,
although my opinion enters into it. I
wrote several editors whom I trust for
their sense of justice and fair play, and
they were unanimous in their belief. To
quote one who strove for an unbiased
Humphrey’s appearance in La Crosse report: “The wire services and television
was handled impartially by the Tribune. and radio really cut Goldwater down.
The Madison papers, reporting appear I didn’t think it could happen in the
ances by Goldwater and Johnson on the American press.”
University of Wisconsin campus, were
more slanted in giving favorable impres
Irene Turli, ’49
sions of the talks of their selected candi
Staff
Writer, The Gazette
dates.

McClusky, North Dakota
Weeklies in this area covered the cam
paigns in their own fashions— few notes
The North Dakota press covered ex
on the national races, greater coverage of haustively statements by Johnson and
the state candidates touring the area and Goldwater.
some space to the local races.
In the governor race, editors who
Montana Journalism Review
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stated they preferred Don Halcrow at
the same time predicted incumbent W il
liam L. Guy would be re-elected.
Johnson was criticized in the state for
not attending the National Plowing
Contest or the American Legion annual
convention. An audience of 70,000 heard
Goldwater at the Plowing Contest.
The press may not have given inchfor-inch coverage to both sides, but there
was no evidence of deliberate manipula
tion of news.
Smear literature which came into play
was of undetermined origin or mailed
from another state. Its basic device was
to say Johnson held to a socialist-marxistcommunist line, drawing no distinction,
for example, between medicare and state
domination of the individual.
The Minot Daily News, traditionally
Republican in its main editorial column,
said it could not endorse ultra-conserva
tive Don L . Short for Congress follow
ing his vote against the Badlands high
way, which the people of his district
wanted.

better served with four newspapers, all
of them bad, or now, with two, one of
them good?
If the press reported Senator Goldwater, difficult as it sometimes was, with
fairness and balance, the question re
mains: Were the Goldwater people fair
to the press?
Publisher Walter Burroughs of the
Newport Beach Orange Coast Daily
Pilot had an interesting story to tell in
that connection. Burroughs got a letter
signed by some community leaders, in
cluding his principal local advertiser,
complaining that the paper was unfair
to Senator Goldwater—this despite the
fact Burroughs had gone to such lengths
as to stop the press and replate the T V
log when word was received that a
speech by Senator Goldwater had been
put on television at the last minute.
When Burroughs asked his advertiser
about the complaint, the man replied:
“I have no complaint. Those people
threatened to boycott my store if I didn’t
sign the letter.”

Don. Oliver, ’58
Political Editor
KCRA-TV
Sacramento, California

TH E W ESTER N STA TES
Bob Holt, ’42
Political Editor
The Star-Free Press
Ventura, California

Union and the afternoon Bee. The Union

My overriding impression of press
coverage of the presidential campaign in
Southern California was that it was fair.
The dominant newspaper of the area,
the Los Angeles Times, endorsed Gov
ernor Rockefeller before the California
primary, but it promised to back the
Republican presidential candidate. It
eventually did endorse Senator Goldwater but rather grudgingly, I thought,
and continued to run almost daily the
devastating anti-Goldwater cartoons of
Conrad. Its news columns were equally
open to both candidates.
It occurs to me, in passing, that the
Times finally has become one of Amer
ica’s great newspapers, which raises the
question in my mind: Was Los Angeles

openly admits support for a moderate
Republican philosophy. The Bee admits
to no political bias, but historically it
almost invariably has supported liberal
Democrats from the top to the bottom
of the slate. During the latter stages of
the 1964 campaign, both papers ran
front-page lists of the candidates they
felt were most qualified. Each paper sug
gested the voters clip out the list and use
it as a guide in the ballot booth.
Early in the campaign, the Bee whole
heartedly endorsed President Johnson
and thereafter often used its editorial
page to howl about the excesses or short
comings of Barry Goldwater. The Union
gave a tepid endorsement to Senator
Goldwater much later (October 19)

Sacramento is served by the morning
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after noting that “neither candidate’s
performance has revealed true greatness”
and that the campaign had been a ‘‘dis
appointing experience.”
It was quite obvious from the treat
ment given the campaign that it was a
disappointing experience for both papers.
In the last month of hostilities, the Bee
failed to give the campaign front-page
treatment on 15 days. The Union was
similarly unmoved on 12 occasions. That
is not to say the newspapers did not pro
vide coverage. They did, but it was
buried way back in both papers.
I think it can be fairly stated that each
paper showed some measure of newspage bias toward the candidate it favored
editorially. However, considering the di
vergent philosophies of the candidates,
I believe the papers kept their respective
heads pretty well and probably made
overt efforts to keep the bias to a mini
mum. That was particularly important
because neither paper has been reticent
on other occasions to favor certain causes
or candidates on the front page or any
other page.
The Bee’s favoritism toward the Dem
ocratic cause was evident in the state
and local races but not so much in the
presidential contest. Only four times in
the last month did President Johnson
make page one as a campaigning poli
tician when he was not accompanied on
the same page by his opponent. And the
Union played Goldwater on page one
four times without giving Johnson equal
treatment.
Both candidates made one local ap
pearance. The Bee gave President John
son about five times the space it accorded
Goldwater, much of it on page one. It
might be noted that the Johnson visit
was more extensive than Goldwater’s
and did include an important pronounce
ment. The Union also gave Johnson the
edge in local coverage but not to the
degree seen in the Bee, which was prone
to give Johnson the full treatment when
ever he campaigned anywhere in Cali
fornia. Senator Goldwater did not merit
the same treatment. The Bee buried his
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last major campaign address, which was
made in San Francisco the day before
the election. In contrast, an earlier San
Francisco speech had been given pageone treatment with a picture on Monday,
although the speech had been given Sun
day afternoon.
When Johnson spoke as the President
and not as a candidate, the stories were
used by both papers for what the editors
thought they were worth and without
any attempt to balance them with a
Goldwater story. Johnson led in the Bee
for four days during the coverage of the
Soviet change in government and the
Chinese bomb explosion, and he was ban
nered in the Union on two of those days.
There were, however, some glaring
deviations from the general front-page
objectivity of the two papers. The Union,
for example, headlined a Goldwater
story “Barry Charges Reign Corrupt,”
then slipped it in next to the lead story
on the Jenkins scandal. (Jenkins was not
mentioned in the Goldwater story.)
When the Jenkins story broke, the Bee
went to obvious pains to insert between
the first and second paragraphs a box
which noted that Jenkins had been a
member of Goldwater’s Air Force Re
serve unit. In neither case did it appear
placement of the stories had been acci
dental.
Aside from the aforementioned in
stances and a few others, I could find
little evidence of serious sins of com
mission or omission in reporting the
campaign. Although it supported Goldwater, the Union, in the last stages of
the campaign, ran a long series on ex
tremism and indirectly tied extremists
to the Goldwater image. The Bee on
many occasions ran a three-column head
line on page one with twin drops on
each candidate. Both papers used wire
service stories almost exclusively (al
though the B ee did on occasion use New
York Times News Service stories or
interpretive pieces). Only when the can
didates were in Sacramento did either
paper assign a staff reporter to cover
the presidential campaign.
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Statewide, from what I can gather, the
treatment of the campaign was similar.
No reports have filtered in here of any
glaring bias among the major news
papers of the state. Editorially, the ma
jority supported President Johnson.
In summary, I would say the reporting
was fair but singularly uninspired. The
papers gave balanced coverage but obvi
ously couldn’t work up much excitement
over the candidates or the issues.

Wilbur Wood, ’64
Graduate Student
San Francisco State College
San Francisco, California
None of the four Bay Area dailies—
the morning San Francisco Chronicle,
San Francisco Exam iner and Oakland
Tribune and the afternoon San Fran
cisco N ews Call Bulletin — had steady
correspondents traveling with the Goldwater or Johnson camps. Consequently,
except when one of the four top candi
dates visited the area (and all did), cam
paign coverage came from the wire serv
ices. W ith that limitation in mind, one
has to give the nod for quality of cover
age to the two large San Francisco dailies
for two reasons:

too. Each morning daily is big enough
to have a large news hole. Both gave
many inches to political coverage— local,
state and national.
I must say, however, that the campaign
coverage was not up to what it should
have been. (Compared with the New
Yor\ Tim es —an early edition of which
is sent by jet and distributed in San
Francisco’s financial district—the Chron
icle and Examiner were skimpy and
superficial.) At times the sensationalism
of all three San Francisco papers seemed
to obscure more important issues. That
may have been less the fault of the
papers, however, than of the candidates,
who did not seem to raise the campaign
to any level that could be described as
even half-dignified; the “news” made
was of low quality. The less “yellow”
Oakland paper, a conservative publica
tion technically as well as politically,
managed to gather about itself an aura
of objectivity, if only because of its less
blatant (or more bland) headlines.

The editorial stands of the newspapers
did not appear to influence news cover
age to any significant degree. If the
coverage at times was poor, it was not
because of what was said on the edito
rial pages but mainly because of wire
The Chronicle and the Examiner are service uniformity, or incompleteness, or
prosperous enough to use numerous wire (to my mind) misplaced emphasis. An
services besides AP and U PI. Both spe example of the wrong kind of emphasis
cialized and general, they include the — generally— lies in the screeching out of
New York Times News Service and popular poll results that afflicted the
Reuters. (T h e N ews Call Bulletin and heavy black banner headlines every week
Tribune may subscribe to a few others, or so. The evident obsession with polls
but I never noticed another wire service was so bad that when Barry Goldwater
— other than AP or U P I— used in their came to San Francisco on the last day of
campaign stories.) Th e Chronicle and the campaign, the N ews Call Bulletin
the Examiner both showed considerable greeted his arrival not with a pre-story
skill in selecting the best (presumably) on his rally but with a headline about
from all the various wire accounts and Johnson’s “11th Hour Gains.”
synthesizing the information into co
The editorial stands were: Chronicle,
herent stories. O f course, it is under Examiner and N ew s Call Bulletin for
standable that AP and U PI were used Johnson, Tribune for Goldwater. An
most. That they were not used exclu “independent,” the Chronicle made no
sively, however, indicates the importance secret of its lack of respect for Goldwater,
each paper placed on the campaign as as early as the end of the Republican
news.
National Convention in this city. But its
The second reason involves prosperity, vendetta was editorial, and only very
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slighdy appeared to leak into the news
coverage during the convention. The
Hearst chain came out for Johnson, of
course, and the two other San Francisco
papers are Hearst papers— though they
are maintained separately. Editorially,
William Knowland’s Oakland paper
leaned toward Goldwater throughout the
campaign.
A final comment under the unusualtreatment category: During the summer,
the Chronicle serialized Gold water’s
book Conscience of a Conservative (after
the convention). In October the Exam
iner retorted with Johnson’s serialized
campaign book, My H ope for America.

John Owen, ’51
Executive Sports Editor
The Post-Intelligencer
Seattle, Washington
Journalistic coverage of the 1964 elec
tion in the Seatde area was unique in
one respect: Incumbent Democratic Gov
ernor Albert D. Rosellini claimed his
opponent’s campaign director was the

Seattle Daily Times.
The principal item of dispute in the
was a front-page story that
claimed Rosellini was outspending chal
lenger Daniel J. Evans “at the rate of at
least 4 /4 to 1 in the gubernatorial elec
tion campaign, it was estimated today by
advertising men.” The article, by asso
ciate editor Ross Cunningham, also

Times

stated:

I

I

Rosellini is drawing on the war chest
to whatever amounts may seem advis
able in an effort to swamp Evans dur
ing the final two weeks of the campaign.
This effort is marked by an unprece
dented number of attacks on Evans over
the air, through newspaper advertis
ing, barrages of literature and word-ofmouth campaigning by those who may
profit from Rosellini’s election to a third
term. Most of the barrage is untruthful,
such as portraying Evans as having voted
against virtually all legislation dealing
with education.

Rosellini countered as follows:

The Republican candidate for gover
nor and his campaign director — the
Seattle Times— continue to conduct a
personality contest rather than a cam
paign on issues and programs. It is ob
vious that the public can look forward to
nothing more from this man and the
Seattle Times than a continuous series
of irresponsible charges and innuendoes
for the remainder of this campaign.

The Times, of course, endorsed Evans
for governor and took a stand on all
state races, leaning toward the Repub
lican side, but it did not endorse a presi
dential candidate. The rival Post-Intelli
gencer came out for Rosellini two days
before the governor was defeated, but
it took no sides on other state or local
races. However, the Post-Intelligencer
did back the Johnson-Humphrey ticket,
as did all Hearst papers.

Jack E. Fischer, ’48
Political Writer
The Spokesman-Review
Spokane, Washington
Generally, the press coverage here was
complete and, for the most part, objec
tive. In the western section of the state,
the two Seattle papers editorially sup
ported different candidates in the guber
natorial race and, at times, permitted this
to influence their news coverage.
Newspapers in the state staffed the
presidential campaign only when the
four participants were in the Northwest
region. During those visits the coverage
was, if anything, more complete than
necessary and the general reaction was
that it was fair and objective.

press corps in Washington State strives
for objectivity. I cannot say the same for
the Washington, D.C., press corps.
While my paper is one of the few actu
ally listed as Republican (and editorially
we follow that philosophy), we have
gained a reputation with most persons,
Republicans and Democrats alike, of giv
ing fair and impartial reports in our
news columns.
For a paper of our circulation size, we
also devote a great deal of time, effort
and money to political coverage. For
example, I staffed both state conventions,
both national conventions, joined the
Goldwater plane from Seattle to Boise
to Great Falls, and joined the Johnson
plane from Great Falls to Vancouver,
B.C., to Seattle.
I ’m sure we all realize a better job
always can be done. However, I feel that
anyone who read newspapers in Wash
ington State thoroughly during the cam
paign knew the issues and the stands
taken by the various candidates. No false
issues were created. If newspapers and
other media throughout the nation had
done as well, I think the electorate would
have been better informed.

Jim Berry, ’60
Chief of Copy Desk
The Daily Citizen
Tucson, Arizona

The Arizona press, which I have lim
ited to the four major dailies, exercised
good judgment in its separation of edi
torial-page policy and day-to-day newsIt would be nice if all papers could page coverage prior to the election.
Surprisingly, this includes the two
staff the entire campaign, but the matter
of budgets does enter the picture. As a Pulliam papers in Phoenix—the morning
result, we usually had to depend on the Arizona Republic and the afternoon
various wire services. Both papers in Phoenix Gazette.
The afternoon Tucson Daily Citizen
Spokane and, to a lesser degree, all in
the state made every effort to give equal followed its traditional pattern of con
space in all issues. Unfortunately, space servatism and backed Barry Goldwater,
is not as important as content and the and one of its editorial-page writers
wire services were, in my opinion, guilty served on the senator’s campaign staff.
The morning Arizona Daily Star, also
of not maintaining objectivity.
published
in Tucson, withheld its sup
Realizing that I undoubtedly am prej
udiced, I honestly feel that the political port for a time but later endorsed Presi
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dent Johnson. As I recall the editorial
statement, the Star said it had waited a
reasonable time for the senator to “prove
himself” but concluded it could not sup
port his cause.
I know from my own experience on
the Citizen desk there was no rigging of
stories or play, despite our strong edito
rial support for Goldwater. Our usual
procedure, barring anything major, was
for the telegraph editor to handle John
son and Goldwater on page one and for
the slot man to handle Humphrey and
Miller inside either as a combined wrapup story or with separate, fairly large
plays. We followed the same general
procedure on photo coverage. W e gave
both Humphrey and Goldwater gener
ous front-page copy and photo treatment
on their visits to Tucson. Both Tucson
papers were equally fair in their han
dling of unpleasant situations— the Jen
kins affair and some of Barry’s less
popular pronouncements.

John Bennitt, ’63
Staff Writer
The Post-Register
Idaho Falls, Idaho
East Idaho broke a general national
lockstep by voting Republican. W ith in
significant exception, the area press was
not responsible for the political trend.
No major media supported candidates
at either the national or local level. Pre
dictions were made frequently and locally
were almost perfect. The influence of
polls and local political pundits may or
may not have been significant.
Impartiality in reporting and display
of news was practiced almost to the point
of measuring time and type. One area
daily adopted a policy of forbidding art
of either presidential candidate unless
the other received equal position and
space. A sort of “separate but equal”
policy existed.
County, state and congressional candi
dates found impartial reception by all
media. Only in the letters-to-the-editor
columns was any divergence from equal
ity permitted. A constant stream of let
ters praising conservatism, with frequent
reference to the importance of Christian
belief, poured into newspapers. Many
read as if they had been lifted from Re
publican campaign literature.

I am less familiar with the Phoenix
operation, and I did not live in Arizona
during the 1960 presidential campaign.
However, I have talked to numerous
Arizona newsmen and they commented
favorably on the coverage in the two
Pulliam publications. One or two were
critical of the 1960 coverage but said
they noted a distinct improvement in
H alf or more of the area’s population
1964. I am somewhat familiar with the belongs to the Church of Jesus Christ
Indianapolis operation (also Pulliam ), of Latter Day Saints (M orm on); conse
so their point was quite obvious.
quently, the church was important in

the election. Generally, the press avoided
inspection of that factor, although an
Associated Press writer early in the cam
paign made a heavy-handed comment
concerning the influence of the church
in area politics.

Mary Verploegen, ’50
Women’s Editor
The Star-Bulletin
Honolulu, Hawaii
Most observers would agree that news
paper coverage of the presidential cam
paign in Hawaii was objective.
Neither candidate came here to work
on his own behalf during the election.
One was endorsed by a major newspaper.
For the most part, candidates were given
equal space and attention.
The Goldwater boys relaxed on the
beach here a few days, resting up from
the rigors of helping their father win the
nomination. This may not have helped
their father’s cause here. The stories they
gave out dealt with their need for relaxation and what they were doing. This led
the man on the street to comment on
what the family would do in case of
a national emergency.
Yoshiro Kikuchi, parliamentarian from
Japan, came to boost the campaign for
Senator Goldwater. He stayed for several
days and made some speeches but was
nearly booed out of town.

O’NeiVs Law
Always grab the reader by the throat in the first
paragraph, sink your thumbs into his windpipe in
the second and hold him against the wall until the
tag line.
Precede to an article by Paul O’Neil,
Life magazine, Nov. 13, 1964
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RESEARCH SUMMARIES
This section is devoted to summaries of research reports written by
students as term papers for classes in the MSU School of journalism.

DOODLING PRETTILY IN MID-FIELD:
SPORTS WRITING IN THE LONDON OBSERVER
By LES

G A P AY*

Scots let fly in
brilliant finish
Gilzean Heads
Victory Over
Pattern-Players
The pipers’ triumphant "Scotland the
Brave” as they paraded before the
massed terraces at Hampden heralded
an impressive hat-trick of victories. For
the third consecutive time England
were outplayed though beaten only by a
header from Gilzean when their tight
defensive cover unexpectedly dissolved
at a comer. Until the interval the sides
were equally ineffective. Both doodled
prettily in mid-field but neither could
write their name boldly on the match. It
needed some alien catalyst to bring the
game to life.

That is a typical beginning for a sports
story in the Observer, a 174-year-old Sun
day newspaper in London, England.
Compared with sports coverage and
writing in the United States, the Ob
server's articles tend to embrace a more
complicated style and a more extensive
vocabulary. Soccer and rugby are given
the most prominent play on its sports
pages.
The writer frequently seems to inject
his own personality into a story. An
example:

fiesta at White Hart Lane — countered
with grim hard football. And the
trouble with this sort of contest is that
when the quality declines, as it did after
a fair opening, the game becomes in
effectual and angry.

And from another story:
He was the thoughtful string-puller
in mid-field who kept the wingers
O’Rourke and Grant running, the leap
ing threat in the goalmouth whose head
rose above all others, whose feet were
fast with a shot. The wonder is that this
young man has taken so long to be
discovered.

When a scrum-half searches for a clean
patch of a wing-forward’s jersey, and
then uses it to wipe the mud off his
front teeth— as Newport’s Clode did in
the course of this match— you can fairly
take it that conditions were rough. By
the end you could only tell the for
wards apart by the colour of their eyes,
and every scrummage looked like a
steaming dung-heap. And yet it was a
clean match. Never more than two con
secutive blows were struck, and those
rarely . . . . Newport won, just about
deservedly, by two goals to one . . . .

Identification of athletes usually in

cludes references to their occupations or
Many of the verbs, adjectives and ad
family ties. A track star, for instance, was
verbs in the Observer seem odd by
referred to as an electrician. A tennis
American standards. Here are examples:
player, Ann Haydon Jones, was de
In a refreshing manly match. . . .
. . . thumping physical challenge. . . . scribed as “a farmer’s daughter.”
Sports photos in the Observer gener
. . . a lovely free kick. . . .
Graves was run off the ball arro ally are larger and sharper than those in

gantly. . . .

newspapers in the United States.

He dispatched the ball sharply. . . .

Perhaps the most disturbing practice
—
at least, by American standards— is
He chased 60 yards to rebuke the ref
the insertion of opinion in news stories.
eree.
. . . with an irresistible acreage of net When a British team was held scoreless
by a Scottish squad, the story began:
awaiting him.
“British hockey could not have plunged
Sports stories frequently give only the
to lower depths than it did yesterday.”
last names of participants, although full
names of American athletes are given.

*This article is a summary of a report pre

Leicester went into this game with
lightweight subtlety; Liverpool— still vis
ibly puffed with pride from Friday’s

Occasionally the stories are genuinely pared for the International Communications
humorous and startlingly pungent. For class. Mr. Gapay, a senior in the School of
Journalism, works as a reporter for the Mis
instance:
soula Missoulian.
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FROM BATMAN TO HARPER’S:
READING PATTERNS IN MONTANA
By
When the so-called typical Montanan
reads a magazine, chances are it is the
Reader's Digest or the Saturday Evening

Post.
The school-age reader is most likely
to select a comic book.
Those conclusions emerge from an
analysis of circulation statistics compiled
by the Standard Rate & Data Service in

Consumer Magazine and Farm Publica
tion Rates and Data published in Sep
tember, 1964, for the period ending Dec.
31, 1963.
It also shows these reading patterns
for Montana:
Thirteen consumer magazines have
circulations exceeding 20,000;
Magazine preferences parallel the na
tional pattern;
Women’s magazines sell better than
do men’s magazines;
Magazine sales surpass those in Idaho,
an adjacent state with slightly more pop
ulation;
Nudist magazines are not popular.
Figures show the Reader's Digest is
the undisputed circulation leader in
Montana with 70,896 issues sold by sub
scription and on newsstands during a
typical publication period. The Saturday
Evening Post was the most popular
weekly in 1963.1 True was the most read
men’s magazine, and Ladies' H om e Jour
nal was the most widely bought women’s
publication. The Harvey Comics group
led among comic books.

the most popular magazines in the state:
More than 30,000— Reader's Digest,
70,896; Saturday Evening Post, 43,078;
Family Circle, 38,074; Harvey Comics
group, 34,998; Ladies’ H om e Journal,
31,932, and McCall's, 31,699.
20.000 to 30,000— M a r v e l Comics
group, 28,942; L ife, 28,117; National
Comics group, 27,251; Archie Comics
group, 26,718; Loo\, 25,844; Redboo\
Magazine, 25,764; Better H om es and
Gardens, 24,311; Woman's Day, 23,621;
G ood H ousekeeping, 23,193; True, 22,632, and E l\ s Magazine, 22,081.
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RORVIK*

H arper’s Magazine, with 1,261 circu
lation, leads the quality periodicals. It is
followed by Saturday Review, 1,152;
Atlantic , 1,073; N ew Yorker, 821, and
Reporter, 628.
Tw o religious magazines top the
quality publications in Montana circu
lation. Presbyterian L ife leads with 6,373,
followed by the Catholic Digest, 4,089.
Leaders in other categories are movies,

Photoplay, 7,568; detective, Official De
tective Stories, 2,609, and mechanics,
Popular Mechanics, 7,744.

Among the smallest Montana circu
lations are Cue, 2; Tan, 19, and Yacht
ing, 69. These magazines have no circu
More than 100 other consumer maga lation in Montana: California Cross
zines have Montana circulations of fewer roads, Hounds and Hunting Magazine
than 15,000.
and the American Nudist Leader, which,
15.000 to 20,000— Outdoor L ife, 17,236, and National Geographic, 15,642.

In the newsmagazine category, Tim e
continues to outsell Newswee\ and U.S.
N ew s & World Report. Circulations are
Tim e, 13,944; Newswee\, 10,387, and
U.S. N ews & World Report, 8,568.
Compared with figures for 1962, Tim e
circulation in Montana has increased
1,598, Newswee\ has dropped 147 and
U.S. N ews & W orld Report has risen
418.2

incidentally, rose 6.2 per cent in national
circulation in August and September,
1963.
The long-established Esquire maga
zine has a circulation of only 1,941 in
Montana, trailing Playboy with 5,918
and Cavalier with 2,624.

In some cases, Montana circulation
figures vary considerably from those for
Idaho. For instance, Montanans purchase
In the romance magazine field, True almost twice as many Archie group
Story, with a statewide circulation of comic books as do Idaho residents, but—
12,148, nearly keeps pace with the lead comfortingly— Treasure State readers
ing newsmagazine. True Confessions also buy twice as many N ew Yorkers as
sells to 5,244 readers, and Intimate R o do their neighbors to the west.

mances, M odem , Personal and Secret
each has a circulation of about 3,000.

Here are the Montana circulations of
T h e Post published 45 issues in 1963.

DAVID

2See "Magazine Sales in Montana,” Montana
Journalism Review, 1963 (Number 6 ) , p.

21.

*Mr. Rorvik, a junior in the School of Jour
nalism, is editor of the MSU student daily,
the Montana Kaimin. He has worked as a
reporter for the Lewiston (Idaho) Tribune.
This article is a summary of a paper sub
mitted in the Specialized Reporting class.
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JFK IN THE LONDON TIMES:
THE 1960 CAMPAIGN COVERAGE
By

JERRY

In its final issues before the 1960
presidential election, the London Times
characterized Senator John F. Kennedy
as an unknown entity “dashing with
sword uplifted.” In contrast, Vice Presi
dent Richard M. Nixon was regarded as
a somewhat disreputable politician, and
President Dwight D. Eisenhower was
pictured as a respected, popular leader.

H
“ultra-liberal,”
standards.

especially

by

British

In the editions from Nov. 2, 1960, six
days before the election, to Nov. 10, two
days after it, the Times carried two pho
tographs of Kennedy, none of Nixon.
The British paper seemed to regard
the religious issue—called by one cor
respondent “the great ‘hidden issue’ ”—
The Times saw Kennedy as a man of as the most crucial election controversy.
undetermined ability—a man “shining It noted that foreign problems “have not
through the smoke of battle so much been presented by either man, except as
more vividly” than did his opponent.
large abstractions that have hardly
Most working journalists seemed to touched, for example, on the gnawing
favor Kennedy, said a Times correspond troubles of the western alliance.”
ent, “if only because they like him better
Before the election, the Times said
than Vice President Nixon, and there is there had been no issues “to electrify the
a strong assumption that he is riding in decision” of voters. A few days later, a
on the crest of a vast Democratic ma correspondent observed:
jority that has been appreciably aug
“Whoever wins, it will have been dem
mented by the registration of new onstrated beyond question that the
White House is within reach of almost
voters.”
In candid articles, the Times compared any American with a nose for politics
what it termed Nixon’s “political expedi and driving ambition. Here, indeed, is
ency” and Kennedy’s “blend of idealism the ‘American success story’ in its most
and rather grim austerity.” Kennedy was refined aspects.”
On the morning after the election, the
described as a candidate with “colours
Tim es had only early returns to report
flying along his ‘new frontiers.’ ”
Criticism of Kennedy may have been and erred in describing “a powerful
implicit in a Tim es story that said a trend” for Kennedy. One headline read:
decline in American prestige in most “Mr. Kennedy Builds Up A Big Lead—
Allied countries had been described in Seven States Carried in Early Returns—
reports “smuggled out of government Big Democratic Vote in Industrial
files for obvious political purposes.” And Areas.”
Not until after the election did the
the wrong idea probably was conveyed
when the paper referred to “ultra-Liberal Times present more than a cursory de
Bills” which Kennedy and Lyndon John scription of Kennedy. The President
son had tried to force through Congress elect, said a news story, “is in the prime
between convention time and the elec of his vigour and intellect.”
Other articles described the President
tion. It is doubtful if the bills were
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elect as “a cultured man of intellectual
leanings on whom fortune has smiled;
he is also a man of action and admired
courage. Like many educated Americans
of his generation, he has an air of inner
ruthlessness.”
An editorial contended Kennedy as
President would increase England’s con
fidence if he would “command the sup
port . . . of such men as Mr. Adlai Ste
venson, who is certainly in England the
best-known leader of the Democratic
Party and in the opinion of many the
finest exponent of what should be its
liberal principles.”
Two days after the election, a Times
story suggested no major economic
changes of importance to Britain would
result from the Kennedy victory.
The election of 1960 often was com
pared in the Times with the 1928 con
test, when A1 Smith, a Catholic, lost to
Herbert Hoover, a Quaker. But the
comparison was carried to an extreme
and was one of the few times the news
paper oversimplified an issue.
In summary, the Times had some res
ervations about Kennedy the candidate,
but it mixed that viewpoint with praise
for Kennedy the man. Of Kennedy the
President-elect, it said: “His election is
to be welcomed because it insures that
the powers of the Presidency and the
Congress will be working together and
not in mutual frustration.”*
*This article is a summary of a report sub
mitted in the International Communications
class at MSU in 1964. Mr. Holloron, a grad
uate student in journalism, has worked as
a reporter for the Great Falls Tribune, the
Missoula Missoulian and the Hamilton Daily
Ravalli Republican.
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GOOD MORNING, JUDGE:
REACTIONS TO A NEWSPAPER COLUMN
By
Beginning with the Sept. 23, 1964, edi
tion of the Missoula (M ont.) Missoulian,
traffic offenders suddenly learned their
vehicular indiscretions had become pagetwo news. A column called “Good Morn
ing, Judge” carried their names, ages, ad
dresses, types of violations and amounts
of fines.
The Missoulian’s editorial-page editor,
Sam Reynolds, said Missoula had a
growing traffic problem and “we sin
cerely hope the new column will remind
careful motorists that they too can win
notoriety of sorts and get their names
in the paper.”
This study attempted to determine the
reactions of motorists whose names ap
peared in the column.
For 30 days in January and February,
1965, names in the column were re
corded. From a total of 302, 100 names
were selected. The sample proportion
ately represented the larger group in sex
and three age categories— under 24, 25
to 40 and 41 and over. It contained 13
women.
Asked to describe immediate reactions
when they first learned their names were
in the column, six respondents said they
got mad, six were shocked or embar
rassed, two laughed, 84 said they could
not recall any particular reaction— they
simply noted the name, as expected, had
appeared— and two didn’t know their
names had appeared.
Thirty-two respondents thought the
publicity had affected their driving hab
its. Members of that group, asked for
specific examples, said they had slowed
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down and had become more conscious
of traffic regulations and driving tech
niques. Surprisingly, the respondents
under age 24 constituted more than 50
per cent of those who admitted they now
drive more carefully. The reactions of
the older respondents might be summed
up in a statement one made: “A little
thing like my name in the paper isn’t
going to change the way I drive.” Mem
bers of the older group, generally, con
tended they were good drivers who
simply had made a mistake.
Another question: “If you were editor
of the Missoulian, would you print the
names of traffic offenders?” Eighty-one
respondents said they would, 12 would
eliminate the column and seven weren’t
sure what they would do.
Eighty-eight respondents saw their
names in the newspaper, 10 said they
didn’t see the name but were told it had
appeared and, as mentioned earlier, two
didn’t know their names had been in
the newspaper. Eighty-three respondents
said they usually read the column.
Answers to one question clearly indi
cated many persons see an element of
humor in publication of the names.
Eighty-eight said they were razzed or
teased by friends and colleagues. One
man said persons he scarcely knew joked
with him about the column. Another
remarked that his banker was prompted
to inquire if he needed a loan. And a
third said his uncle called long-distance
from Kalispell, Mont., to suggest the
nephew might send him some money
“instead of donating it to the county.”

BOB

G OL

Moreover, 75 of the respondents laughed
when first questioned about their traffic
offenses and the column.
Many respondents hastened to remark,
“It was my first ticket.”
One respondent said he had asked the
traffic judge to keep the name out of the
newspaper, but it did appear.
Three respondents claimed city offi
cials and juveniles were “buying their
way out of the column.” However, a
Missoulian spokesman said four or five
individuals had pleaded unsuccessfully
to keep their names out of print.
Only two of the 13 women in the sur
vey objected to publication of their ages.
Although a direct cause-and-effect re
lationship cannot be inferred, statistics
seem to indicate appearance of the col
umn may have influenced Missoula mo
torists to drive more carefully. During
the first 30 days the column was printed,
402 traffic offenses were recorded, com
pared with 302 offenses in the later 30day period used in this study.
The person affected most by the pub
licity may have been a teacher who said,
“My students won’t let me live it down.”
Then there was the teen-ager who
chortled that her parents didn’t get mad
when her name appeared because both
of their names had preceded hers in the
column.
•This article is a summary of a report sub
mitted for the class in Methods of Journal
ism Research. Mr. Goligoski, a graduate stu
dent in journalism, has worked as a radio
broadcaster for KXLL and KYSS, Missoula;
KO YN , Billings; KSDN, Aberdeen, S.D.;
KAST, Astoria, Ore., and KUPI, Idaho Falls,
Idaho.
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The Journalism Faculty
N A TH A N B. BLU M BERG
Dean and Professor

B.A., M.A., University of Colorado; Ph.D., Oxford University, England.
A Rhodes Scholar, Dean Blumberg is author of the book One-Party Press?
and articles in several periodicals. He has worked for the Associated Press,
the Denver (Colo.) Post, as assistant city editor of the Washington (D .C.)
Post and Times Herald , and associate editor of the Lincoln (Neb.) Star and
the Ashland (Neb.) Gazette . Before coming to MSU as dean in 1956, he
taught at the University of Nebraska and Michigan State University. In 1961,
as an American Specialist for the Department of State, he went to Thailand
to assist the press and aid in developing journalism education in that country.
He again served as an American Specialist in 1964, visiting Trinidad, British
Guiana, Surinam and Jamaica. He was a visiting professor at the Pennsylvania
State University last fall term.

ED W A R D B. DUGAN
Professor

B.J., M.A., University of Missouri. Before joining the MSU faculty in 1937,
Professor Dugan worked as a reporter and editor on dailies and weeklies in
Texas, a newsman for the United Press, and as public relations director of
Hardin-Simmons University. He teaches public relations in MSU’s well-known
School for Administrative Leadership and serves on staffs of agency in-service
training programs. His articles, primarily on advertising, have appeared in
several magazines.

W A R R E N J. B R IER
Associate Professor

B.A., University of Washington; M.S., Columbia University; Ph.D., State
Universitv of Iowa. Professor Brier’s experience includes work as a newsmhn
for the Associated Press in Los Angeles, Seattle and Helena, a reporter for the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, and a copyreader for the Seattle Times. He has taught
at San Diego State College and the University of Southern California. His
articles on the early Pacific Northwest press have appeared in several journalism
and historical periodicals.

D O R O T H Y M. JO H N SON
Assistant Professor

B.A., Montana State University. Author of six books and many short stories
and articles in the nation’s leading magazines, Professor Johnson worked
as a magazine editor in New York for 15 years and as a staff member
of the Whitefish (Mont.) Pilot for two years. Two of her stories, “The Hang
ing Tree” and “The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,” were made into movies.
In addition to teaching courses in magazine journalism, she is editor of
Montana Fourth Estate and secretary-manager of the Montana Press Associa
tion.

PH IL IP J. H ESS
Assistant Professor

B.A., M.A., State University of Iowa. Professor Hess has taught at the
University of South Dakota, where he also served as production director of
the University’s educational television station. He has worked as a producerdirector at commercial television stations in Cedar Rapids, la., and Portland,
Ore., a broadcaster for educational radio stations in Chicago and Iowa City,
la., and as a reporter for the Missoula (Mont.). Missoulian. He is director of
the MSU Radio-Television Studios.

D EA N REA
Assistant Professor

B.A., Southwest Missouri State College; B.J., M.A., University of Missouri.
A printer and linotype operator while attending college, Professor Rea later
edited two weekly newspapers in Missouri. He has edited the weekly Hood
River (Ore.) News and has reported police, business and financial news for
the daily Eugene (Ore.) Register-Guard. From 1961-63, he served as county
editor of the Register-Guard. Professor Rea was awarded the $2,500 Newspaper
Advertising Executives Association fellowship to study advertising at the
Charleston (S.C.) News & Courier and the Evening Post during the summer
of 1964.

R O B E R T L. N O R TO N
Assistant Professor

B.A., University of Vermont; M.A., University of Oregon. Professor Norton
has worked for 14 years in the radio-broadcasting and public-relations fields.
He was continuity director for KGMS in Sacramento, part-owner of K EN L in
Areata, Calif., station manager of KEST in Boise, Idaho, and regional sales
manager for the Pacific Adult Radio network in Portland, Ore. He has served
as community relations director for the Goodwill Industries of Santa Clara
County in California.
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Journalism Building, Montana State University
Missoula, Montana

Education for Journalism
at
Montana State University

I

T h e M ontana State University School of Journalism was founded in 1914,

I

six years after the establishment of the first journalism school in the United

1

States. One of 47 schools and departm ents now accredited by the Am erican
Council on Education for Journalism , the M SU school is a charter member
of the Association of Accredited Schools and D epartm ents of Journalism.
T h e Journalism School curriculum is based on a broad cultural education.
About three-fourths of the credits offered for the Bachelor of Arts in Jour
nalism are earned in the hum anities and social sciences. Journalism courses,
dedicated to the highest professional standards, em phasize history, ethics,
social responsibility and current problems as well as technical skills required
for success in the com m unications industry.

School of Journalism, Montana State University, Missoula, Montana
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